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GLOSSARY FOR PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS

The terms used in this catalogue have the meanings ascribed to them here. Please note that all statements in this catalogue as to authorship are made subject to
the provisions in the Conditions of Sale printed in this catalogue.

Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work by the artist.

Attributed to Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work of the period of the artist, probably in whole, or in part a work by the artist.

Studio of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work by an unknown hand in the studio of the artist, possibly executed under the supervision of the artist.
Follower of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work in the style of the artist, of a later date, which is contemporary.

Circle of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work of the period of the artist, closely related to his style.

Manner of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work in the style of the artist, and of a later date.

After Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a copy of a known work of the artist.

The terms signed, dated or inscribed mean that in our opinion, the signature date or inscription are by the hand of the artist.  We also give the
placement of signature on the canvas as follows:

l.l. – lower left u.l. – upper left
l.r. – lower right u.r. – upper right
b.c. – bottom center u.c. – upper center

The terms bears a signature, bears a date or bears an inscription mean that the work has a signature, date or inscription which may have been
added by another hand.  Dimensions are given height before width, unless otherwise stated, and to the nearest 1/4-inch.  Pictures are
framed unless otherwise noted.  An asterisk (*) at the end of the description indicates that the print(s) in the lot has not been examined out
of its mat and/or frame.

While we will do our best to protect the frames, Weschler’s will not be responsible for damage, regardless of cause.

While some defects and damages are mentioned in this catalogue, 
it is the responsibility of the purchaser to note the condition of each piece.

*Color as shown in the catalogue may vary from the actual colors of the pieces as the process of
photography and printing involves many transitions and changes.



Each bid is for a specified lot, and will be executed according to the “Terms and Con di tions of Sale”.

Capital Collections’ absentee bids must be at least 50% of the low estimate.

We schler’s assumes no re spon si bil i ty if it fails to execute such bid(s) or does so negligently. We are not 
responsible for illegible handwriting. A confirmation of bids is sent by email prior to the auction. Any
changes to bids must be submitted in writing by fax or email.

A premium equal to 22%* of the final bid price up to and including $100,000, plus 20% of the final bid
price from $100,001 up to and including $500,000, plus 18% of the final bid price $500,001 and over will
be applied to each lot  sold and is payable by the purchaser as part of the total pur chase price. Applicable
Maryland sales tax will also be added to the final total. *A 1% Buyer’s Premium will be added for
Weschler’s Live Bidding, Invaluable and AuctionZip.

Shipping arrangements are the responsibility of the purchaser. *Please note that all property must be
removed from our premises within one week (7 days) post-sale from a Capital Collections auction. 
If items are not picked up within the terms of sale, Weschler’s reserves the right to charge a $5 per
lot, per day, storage fee, not to exceed one month post-sale; otherwise, items will be removed and
transferred to an off-site storage facility at the purchaser’s expense.

Bidder No __________________
(Office Use Only)

Sale Date __________________
Name Business Name|

ABSENTEE BID OR

Address

City | State/Country | Zip Code

E-mail Resale/Tax Identification #|

Phone (primary) | Phone (secondary) | Fax

$100-499                                                                               $25 increments
$500-999 $50 increments
$1,000-1,999 $100 increments
$2,000-4,999 $200 increments
$5,000-9,999 $500 increments
$10,000-24,999 $1000 increments
$25,000-49,999 $2500 increments
$50,000-99,999 $5000 increments
$100,000+ $10,000 increments

WESCHLER’S REQUIRES A VALID CREDIT CARD TO SECURE BIDDING (Bids will not be entered if left blank)
(Circle One) Visa   MasterCard    Discover   American Express

Credit Card # | Expiration | CCV

I hereby confirm that I have read and am bound to the “Terms and Conditions of Sale”as printed on the back of this form, as well as online.  

Signature                                    Date

40 West Gude Dr Ste 100, Rockville MD  20850      tel 202.628.1281 / fax 202.628.2366    bids@weschlers.com   www.weschlers.com

*Weschler’s accepts telephone bids for the Capital Collections until 4pm on the day prior to an auction. After that time, if we
cannot guarantee an available phone line for the auction, we will gladly accept your absentee bid.

(3-digit number on back of card or
4-digit on AMEX)

Lot Max Bid
excluding premiumDescription

BID FORM

PLEASE ADHERE TO BIDDING IN CRE MENTS

The auctioneer may vary the increments at their discretion.
A bid left between increments will be placed at the lower increment.

check box

TELEPHONE BID



TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
The property listed in the catalogue will be offered and sold by Weschler’s Auctioneers and Appraisers, LLC (“Auctioneer”) as agent for the “Con signor” on the following terms and conditions.

1. PRE-SALE
A. Registration. Prospective bidders must 
register prior to the auction. Registration is
available a couple weeks prior to the auction
and during exhibition. Internet bidders may
register through the Weschler’s online bidding
platform, or through the 3rd-party platforms of
Invaluable or AuctionZip. Weschler’s may
adjust the standards of bidding qualifications,
especially for Internet bidders. Weschler’s
reserves the right, at its complete discretion, to
refuse bidding approval, admission to the 
premises, and to reject any bid.
B. Exhibition. You are strongly en cour aged to
attend exhibition and close ly ex am ine all lots of
in ter est to you. If you purchase an item sight
unseen, you accept all responsibility for such 
purchase; without limitation, you accept any
defects, damages, past repairs, irregularities, and
all other physical conditions that could have been
determined by your own inspection. 
The exhibition will be held the Saturday pre ced -
ing the sale from 10am to 12 pm, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednes day from 10am to 4pm, and
Thurs day from 10am to 2pm. 
C. Descriptions and Condition Reports. All
property is sold “As Is” in accordance with
Section 3 and nei ther the Seller (Consignor), 
We schler’s Auctioneers and Appraisers LLC,
nor any of our officers, employees or agents,
make any rep re sen ta tion, warranty or guaran-
tee, nor assume any liability of any kind with
respect to the con di tion of any lot offered for
sale and no statement made at any time, wheth -
er oral or written, shall constitute such a war ran -
ty, guarantee or rep re sen ta tion and are not in -
tend ed to re place first hand inspection by a pro -
spec tive buy er. Prospective buyers may request
more detailed information and/or clarification
re gard ing prop er ty of fered prior to the sale day;
how ev er, the purchaser hereby assumes all risks
concerning and related, including but not limit-
ed to, the grading, quality, description, condi-
tion, authenticity, and provenance of a lot.
Condition of frames on artwork is generally not
described. Working conditions of clocks and
timepieces are not guaranteed. All measure-
ments are approximate. Jewelry descriptions
are only estimates as to carat size, gold content,
number of stones, etc. Upholstered furniture
has not been disinfected.
D. Images. All images are not intended to 
represent the actual color or clarity of the item
being auctioned, they are only used for identifi-
cation purposes. Please note that the photos
may be enlarged to show detail in the online 
catalogue listing.
E. Estimates.We schler’s pub lish es pre-sale 
es ti mates of each lot in the auction. Pre-sale 
estimates stated in our catalogue and online 
listing are intended as a guide for prospective
bidders and should not be con sid ered a pre dic -
tion of the sell ing price. All property can bring
prices above or below stated estimates.

2. DURING THE SALE
A. Acceptance and Rejection of Bids. Unless
otherwise announced by the Auc tion eer at the
time of sale, all bids are per lot as num bered in
the cat a logue. Absentee bids must be greater
than 50% of the low estimate. The Auc tion eer
re serves the right to reject a bid from any bidder.
The high est bid ac knowl edged by the Auc tion -
eer shall be the pur chas er. In the event of any
dispute be tween bidders, the Auctioneer shall
have the sole and final dis cre tion ei ther to de ter -
mine the suc cess ful bid der, or to re-of fer and 
re-sell the ar ti cle in dis pute. If the Auc tion eer
de ter mines that any opening bid is not com men -
su rate with the value of the article offered, they
may reject the bid; and if, having ac knowl edged
an open ing bid he de cides that any ad vance is
not suf fi cient, he may re ject the ad vance.
B. Absentee Bids. Bidders who cannot attend
the auction may submit absentee bids using the
Ab sen tee Bid form or submit online. Ab sen tee
bids may also be sent to We schler’s fax number
(202) 628-2366 or email bids@weschlers.com.
Bids placed by fax must be confirmed by 
telephone or email. Our facilities for telephone
bidding are somewhat limited so it is strongly
rec om mend ed that you make arrangements at
least 24 hours in ad vance.  Please con tact Linda
Niehaus at (202) 628-1281 for spe cif ic in for ma -
tion on ab sen tee bids.
C. Internet Bidding. Internet bidding is offered
as a service to our customers, and prospective
bidders shall not hold us responsible for any
errors or failures in executing bids, nor shall
they hold us responsible for any failure due to
the loss of the auction app supplied to us by
Invaluable’s online bidding software. Internet
bids are bid electronically through Invaluable’s
online bidding software and compete against
live bids on our auction floor, telephone bids,
and absentee bids by bidders who are not par-
ticipating in the internet component of the auc-
tion. Internet bids are announced competitively
by a member of our staff at the time of the live
auction. Weschler’s  may be offered other bids of
the same value as your internet bid. It is at the
auctioneer’s discretion which of these bids they
choose to accept during the auction.
D. Reserves. The “reserve” is a confidential
mini mum price agreed between the con signor
and We schler’s be low which a lot will not be
sold. Lots that have a reserve will not be marked
as such, but the reserves will not be in excess of
the low pre-sale estimates. We schler’s will 
execute all reserves on be half of the con signor
by bidding through the auc tion eer and plac ing
suc ces sive or con sec u tive bids for a lot. The 
auc tion eer may open the bid ding on any lot on
behalf of the consignor up to the reserve
amount. In the event the bidding does not reach

the re serve, the auc tion eer will an nounce
“Passed.”
E. Withdrawal. The Auctioneer reserves the
right to with draw any property at any time
before actual sale.
F. Bidding Increments.
Weschler’s  generally uses the following incre-
mental amounts for all bidding, whether live,
absentee, telephonic or internet:
$100-499                                        $25 increments
$500-999 $50 increments
$1,000-1,999 $100 increments
$2,000-4,999 $200 increments
$5,000-9,999 $500 increments
$10,000-24,999 $1000 increments
$25,000-49,999 $2500 increments
$50,000-99,999 $5000 increments
$100,000 + $10,000 increments

3. LIMITATION OF WARRANTIES
No Warranties. The Auctioneer and the Seller
(Consignor) as sume no risk, lia bil ity or re spon -
si bil ity for the au then tic ity or the au thor ship of
any prop er ty iden ti fied in the catalogue (that is,
the identity of the creator or the period, culture,
source or origin as the case may be, with which
the creation of any property is iden ti fied herein).
All property is sold “As Is” and nei ther the
Auctioneer nor the Seller (Con sign or) makes
any guarantees, warranties or rep re sen ta tions of
any kind or nature with re spect to the property,
and in no event shall be responsible for the cor -
rect ness or any im plied warranty or mer chant -
abil i ty or any im plied warranty of fitness for a
par tic u lar purpose as it relates to de scrip tion,
genu ine ness, attribution, provenance, safety, 
re lia bil ity or condition of the property. If any
implied warranties of mer chanta bil ity or fit ness
for a particular purpose can be construed from
the cata logue, auc tion, or bill of sale, such 
war ran ties are dis claimed by the Auc tion eer and
the Seller (Con sign or). No state ment in the 
catalogue or made at the sale or in the Bill of
Sale or invoice or elsewhere shall be deemed
such a war ran ty, guarantee or rep re sen ta tion or
an ad mis sion of li a bil i ty.
4. GUARANTEE
Notwithstanding the preceding con di tion, if
within 14 days of the date of the sale, on any lot,
the pur chaser must give notice in writing to the
Auc tion eer that the lot sold is a coun ter feit and,
if within 7 days after such notice the purchaser
returns to the Auc tion eer in the same condition
as when sold, and gives writ ten proof from a
recognized im par tial expert which es tab lishes
beyond rea son able doubt that the returned lot is
in fact a coun ter feit and that this was not in di -
cated by a fair reading of the cata logue or the
Auctioneer’s com ments at the time of sale, the
Auc tion eer as agent for the Con sign or will
rescind the sale and refund the purchase price
paid defined as the amount of the successful bid
price, plus buyer’s premium. The guarantee is
made only to the original purchaser of record
(i.e., the registered bidder) and not any subse-
quent owners. The original buyer must have
remained the owner of the lot without disposing



of any interest in it to any third party.
The term counterfeit is defined as a modern
fake or forgery, and made with the intent to
deceive.
5. POST-SALE
A. Purchaser Responsibility.On the fall of the
Auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot
passes to the highest bidder who, thereupon,
will pay the full pur chase price there fore or
such part as the Auc tion eer may require. All
deposits may be ap plied to any or all purchases
made by the pur chaser at this or any previous
sale. All prop er ty shall be re moved by the pur -
chaser at their expense on the day of sale or
within one week (7 days) post-sale, and if not so
re moved, Weschler’s reserves the right to
charge a $5 per lot, per day, storage fee, not to
exceed one month post-sale; otherwise, items
will be sent by the Auc tion eer to an off-site 
storage facility, at the risk and ex pense of the
pur chaser. Any damage to or loss of any item
pur chased which is left with the Auc tion eer
after the day of purchase is the pur chas er’s sole
re spon si bil ity. If the fore go ing con di tions or any
other ap pli cable con di tions herein are not com-
plied with, in ad di tion to oth er remedies avail-
able to the Auc tion eer and the Con signor by
law, including with out limi ta tion the right to
hold the pur chas er liable for the bid price, the
Auctioneer at its op tion, may either (a) cancel
the sale, re tain ing as liqui dated dam ag es all
pay ments made by the pur chaser, or (b) re-sell
the property on 3 days notice to the pur chaser
and for the account and risk of the pur chas er,
either pub lic ly or pri vate ly, and in such event
the pur chas er shall be liable for the pay ment of
any de fi ciency plus all costs, including ware -
hous ing, the expenses of both sales, and the
Auc tion eer’s com mis sion at its regular rates and
all other charges due here un der, and in ci den tal
charg es. No claims shall be al lowed af ter
removal of goods and no article shall be re-sold
for pur chas er at the sale where pur chased.
B. Purchaser Payments. The bidder acknowl-
edges that the invoice describing a lot by 
number incorporates the catalogue and Terms
& Conditions of Sale. Successful bidders are
requested to make total pay ment for purchases 
by cash, wire transfer, PayPal, Visa,
MasterCard, Discover, American Express, 
certified check or cashier’s check.
Credit card and PayPal payments are limited
only to domestic buyers and to a total invoice
amount of $20,000. Credit card payments must
include image of credit card and accompanied
by copy of a driver’s license or other acceptable
photo.
Buyers not known to the Auctioneer and who
are planning to pay with a personal or busi ness
check are required to supply the Auc tion eer
with a bank letter of credit prior to the auction.
If such ar range ments are not made prior to the
auc tion, pur chas es will be held by the 
Auc tion eer until the check has cleared the
bank.

C. Buyer’s Premium. A premium equal to
22%* of the final bid price up to and including
$100,000, plus 20% of the final bid price from
$100,001 up to and including $500,000, plus
18% of the final bid price $500,001 and over
will be applied to each lot  sold and is payable
by the purchaser as part of the total pur chase
price. Maryland Sales Tax is computed on the
total purchase price. The purchaser will be
required to pay the Sales Tax unless: (i) the
property purchased is for resale and a valid
Resale Tax number is presented to Weschler's
business office at the time of payment, and the
sales price is $200 or more; (ii) the sales price of
precious metal bullion or coins is greater than
$1000; or (iii) the property is being shipped to a
buyer located outside the state of Maryland by
an ICC/USDOT licensed shipper/carrier. On
any cash transactions or series of  transactions
exceeding $10,000, Treasury Form Treasury
Form 8300 will be filed. 
*All online bidders will be charged an additional
1% buyer's premium charged by Weschler’s Live
Bidding, Invaluable & AuctionZip.
D. Tax. All purchases will be subject to a 6%
Maryland Sales Tax unless: (i) the property
purchased is for resale and a valid Resale Tax
number is presented to Weschler's business
office at the time of payment, and the sales price
is $200 or more; (ii) the sales price of precious
metal bullion or coins is greater than $1000; or
(iii) the property is being shipped to a buyer
located outside the state of Maryland by an
ICC/USDOT licensed shipper/carrier. 
On any cash transactions or series of transac-
tions exceeding $10,000, Treasury Form 8300
will be filed. 
E. Removal of Property.No lots shall be 
delivered to or collected by the successful
bidder until payment in full of the purchase
price and all applicable taxes and charges. All
purchases must be picked up by the successful
bidder or the successful bidder’s shipper within
one week of the auction. For bidders requiring
lots to be shipped, We schler’s can provide a list
of shippers and customers may arrange for 
services by one of those agents or one of their
own choosing to pack and ship the property. 
We schler’s as sumes no responsibility for the
acts or omis sions of carriers or packers 
wheth er or not they are rec om mended by us.
*Please note that all property must be removed
from our premises within one week (7 days)
post-sale from a Capital Collections auction.
If items are not picked up within the terms of
sale, Weschler’s reserves the right to charge a
$5 per lot, per day, storage fee, not to exceed
one month post-sale; otherwise items will be
removed and transferred to an off-site storage
facility at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

F. Exportation Permits. Certain lots may be
subject to the pro vi sions of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, the Ma rine Mam mal
Protection Act of 1972, and the Mi gra to ry Bird
Act of 1982. In order to export these items, the
buyer must obtain spe cial li cens es from the De -
part ment of the In te ri or, Unit ed States Fish and
Wildlife Service. Some items may not be
exported, and others may not be resold once pur -
chased. Prospective bid ders who intend to
export or resell such items are solely re spon si -
ble for ob tain ing such licenses and We schler’s
can not, and will not, assure that such licenses
can be obtained. 
6. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
A. Governing Law. These Terms and
Conditions of Sale, as well as the respective
rights and obligations of Weschler’s
Auctioneers and Appraisers LLC, the seller,
and any purchasers or bidder at any sale of
Weschler’s, shall be governed by and construed
and enforced in accordance with the laws of the
State of Maryland.
B. Limitation of Liability. In no event shall the
liability of seller or Weschler’s, its officers,
employees and agents, to a successful bidder for
any breach, act, omission, or claim of any
nature, with respect to an item purchased,
exceed the purchase price actually paid by the
successful bidder for the item. In no event shall
the seller or Weschler’s, its officers, employees
and agents, have any liability under any circum-
stances for special, indirect, incidental or 
consequential damages (including for loss of
profits or revenue, costs of obtaining alternative
property, claims of customers of successful 
bidders or otherwise), whether in contract, tort,
negligence, strict liability, or otherwise, arising
out of, resulting from or in any way relating to
the property purchased, or its purchase, sale,
delivery or non-delivery. In no event shall seller
or Weschler’s, its officers, employees and
agents, be liable for any claims related to the
errors, acts, omissions, websites, or technology
of the online bidding software, Weschler’s Live
Bidding, Invaluable or AuctionZip.
C. Legal Fees. In any litigation between
Weschler’s  and any bidders (whether or not the
successful bidder) the prevailing party shall be
awarded full reimbursement of its actual paid
legal fees in connection with the dispute.
D. No Waiver. These Terms and Conditions of
Sale may not be waived by Weschler’s unless
such waiver is in writing and signed by
Weschler’s. A waiver on one occasion shall not
be a waiver on any other or future occasion or
affect Weschler’s right to insist on strict 
performance of all other provisions.

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE



Catalog and Condition Report

After Bartolomé Esteban Murillo
(Spanish, 1618-1682)
Saint John of God Carrying a Sick Man
Oil on canvas
Unsigned
9-1/2 x 11-1/2 in (24.1 x 29.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Note:
After the original in the Church of San Jorge, Seville, Spain

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered spots of 
restoration; work has been relined and restretched; overall with craquelure and 
scattered minor losses to pigment.

Sale: 1525, Lot 1

Manner of Diego Velázquez
(Spanish, 1599-1660)
Portraits of Children: Two Works
Each oil on canvas mounted on panel, possibly cut-down from a larger panel
Each unsigned
Each: 8-1/2 x 8-3/4 in (21.6 x 22.2 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Each: Under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered restoration; 
work is mounted on burlap and laid on board; overall with craquelure and with 
scattered minor abrasions and losses to pigment; also inscribed: picture completely 
restored by:/ Bonifac Martinak,/ European expert for gilding and/ restoring all 
kind of antiques/ Bedford October L(&) 1970 on verso.

Sale: 1525, Lot 2

Cuzco School
18th Century
Virgen de Cocharas
Oil on canvas
Unsigned
26-3/4 x 19-1/2 in (67.9 x 49.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered restoration; work 
has been relined, restretched and back of work is waxed; overall with fine 
craquelure, scattered losses to pigment and surface dirt.

Sale: 1525, Lot 3



Catalog and Condition Report

Manner of Nicolaes Petersz Berchem
(Dutch, 1620-1683)
Italianate River Landscape with Shepherds and Figures Unloading Barrels Along a 
Riverbank
Oil on canvas
Unsigned; also with Museum of Fine Arts, Boston temporary loan label on verso, 
T.L. no.: 15,876
37-1/2 x 54-1/2 in (95.3 x 138.4 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Note:
This work was on loan to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston from May 23, 1972 to 
May 31, 1973.

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered areas of 
restoration, especially around areas of frame abrasion; work has been relined, 
restretched, and back of work is waxed; overall with some scattered areas of 
craquelure and with raised areas of craquelure where original canvas is lifting 
from lining.

Sale: 1525, Lot 4

Manner of Jean-Baptiste Greuze
(French, 1725-1805)
Portrait of a Young Girl
Oil on canvas
Unsigned
17 x 13 in (43.2 x 33.1 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered restoration, 
especially in area of face, with two repaired tears and with corresponding patches 
on verso; work has been restretched; overall with fine craquelure.

Sale: 1525, Lot 5

Italian or Spanish School
17th-18th Century
Saint Francis of Assisi
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
Unframed: 61 x 48 in (154.9 x 121.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition: 

Sale: 1525, Lot 6



Catalog and Condition Report

Under black light: with milky green varnish and scattered restoration throughout, 
especially around the perimeter; work has been relined and restretched; overall 
with craquelure and scattered surface abrasions.

Style of Giovanni Battista Ruoppolo
(Italian, 17th-18th Century)
Still Life of Flowers in Urn
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
Unframed: 47 x 71-1/2 in (119.4 x 181.6 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Under black light: with milky green varnish and scattered restoration throughout; 
work has been relined, restretched, back of work has been waxed, and perimeter 
with old paper tape; overall with craquelure and surface abrasions.

Sale: 1525, Lot 7

Flemish School
17th Century
Death of Dido
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
19 x 24 in (48.3 x 61 cm)
$1,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of Thelma K. Grimes

Condition:
Under black light: with milky green varnish and scattered areas of restoration; 
overall with craquelure, some lifting to pigment, and with scattered losses 
throughout.

Sale: 1525, Lot 8
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Italian School
17th-18th Century
Personification of Justice with Globe and Sword
Oil on canvas, possibly cut down from a larger canvas
Unsigned
Approximately: 46 x 71 in (116.8 x 180.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 9

Circle of Michiel Janszoon van Mierevelt
(Dutch, 1567-1641)
Portraits of a Nobleman and Noblewoman Wearing Lace Ruffs and Gold Chains
Each oil on cradled panel
Each unsigned
Each: 28-1/2 x 23 in (72.4 x 58.4 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Provenance: By descent to current owner

Condition:
For the portrait of the woman: under black light: overall with milky green varnish, 
with some apparent restoration, face appears to have been cleaned, overall with 
craquelure to surface, with some alligatoring, with frame abrasion and associated 
losses, with two inch vertical area of popping to surface; for the portrait of the 
man: under black light: overall with milky green varnish and scattered restoration 
concentrated around right side of the face of the sitter, overall with craquelure to 
surface, with some alligatoring, with frame abrasion and associated losses, with 
vertical area of popping on right side along grain of the wood.

Sale: 1525, Lot 10

Italian School
17th-18th Century
Still Life of Flowers Beside Corinthian Column
Oil on canvas
Unsigned
29 x 24 in (73.7 x 61 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 11
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Flemish School
17th Century
Portrait of a Woman Wearing an Ermine-Trimmed Red Dress
Oil on cradled panel
Unsigned
27-1/2 x 23 in (69.9 x 58.4 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Celestine Latchford, Washington, DC

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish, very heavy along left edge, 
and with scattered restoration throughout; overall with some skinning to surface, 
with scattered minor losses to pigment, and with vertical crack that runs along 
center of panel.

Sale: 1525, Lot 12

August Vilhelm Nikolaus Hagborg
(Swedish, 1852-1921)
Collecting Rack
Oil on canvas
Signed A. Hagborg l.l.
14 x 21 in (35.6 x 53.3 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Guy Loudmer, Hervé Poulain and Pierre Cornette de Saint-Cyr, Paris

Condition:
Under black light: with scattered restoration primarily to perimeter; work has been 
relined; with brown glue residue from the lining l.l. corner, with a couple of minor 
losses to pigment and some brown residue on surface above figures on left.

Sale: 1525, Lot 13

Victor Alfred Paul Vignon
(French, 1847-1909)
Les Pommiers En Fleur
Oil on canvas
Signed Vr. Vignon l.l.
19 x 25 in (48.3 x 63.5 cm)
$5,000-7,000
Little Winchester Gallery, London

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; overall in good condition.

Sale: 1525, Lot 14
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Ferdinand Loyen du Puigaudeau
(French, Circa 1864-1930)
Breton Children Gathered Outside a Church
Oil on canvas; with old paper label on stretcher and inscribed with inventory no. 
104055
Signed F. du Puigaudeau l.l.
25-1/2 x 35-1/2 in (64.8 x 90.2 cm)
$15,000-25,000

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; with slight slackening to canvas 
u.l. corner and with minor frame abrasion u.r., otherwise in good condition.

Sale: 1525, Lot 15

Oskar Laske
(Austrian, 1874-1951)
Summer Landscape with Cottage
Gouache, watercolor, and graphite on paper; with mild toning. Unframed.
Signed O. Laske and dated 1944 l.r.
Sheet size: 14-1/2 x 19-1/4 in (36.8 x 48.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 16

Paul Madeline
(French, 1863-1920)
Le Pont Tournant à Dieppe
Oil on canvas
Signed and dated P Madeline/ 06 l.l.
17-1/2 x 21 in (44.5 x 53.3 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Wally Findlay Galleries, New York, inventory no. H29943

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; with one tiny spot of light brown 
residue u.r. quadrant, otherwise in good condition.

Sale: 1525, Lot 17
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Félix Ziem
(French, 1821-1911)
Church of Santa Maria delle Salute
Oil on canvas
Signed Ziem l.r.
26 x 32 in (66 x 81.3 cm)
$15,000-25,000
Property from a Washington, D.C. Collection
Note:
We would like to thank Mr. David Pluskwa and Mr. Ary Jan for their kind 
assistance cataloging this work. This work will appear in the Felix Ziem catalogue 
raisonné.

Condition:
Under black light: with areas that appear flat due to varnish, with a few minor 
scattered areas of inpaint; relined; slight yellowing to varnish; minor surface scuff 
in u.r. quadrant (see photos); areas of fine craquelure in area of figures in 
foreground.

Sale: 1525, Lot 18

John Höxter
(German, 1884-1938)
Portrait Studies: Group of Eight Works
Mixed media; each with some toning and one with a tear. Each framed.*
The first two titled 'Schachapieler' (Chess Player) and the third, titled 'Dark 
Gentleman', each signed with initial H, dated 36 and inscribed 'Berlin Rom. Café' 
in graphite l.r., the remaining five, woodblock prints, including portraits of Edgar 
Allen Poe and Oscar Wilde; together with three framed articles, including an 
article about the 'Romanisches Café' and a photograph of the artist.
Sight size of first three: 8 x 11 in (20.3 x 27.9 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 19

Molly Morpeth Canaday
(New Zealand, 1903-1971)
Mountainous Coastal View
Oil on canvas
Signed M. Canaday l.l.
24 x 30 in (61 x 76.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 20
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Boris Izrailovich Anisfeld
(Russian, 1879-1973)
Scene from Seven Daughters of the Mountain King
Oil on canvas
Signed Boris Anisfeld and dated indistinctly 192* l.l.
22 x 27-1/4 in (55.9 x 69.2 cm)
$8,000-12,000
Property from a Washington, D.C. Estate

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky green varnish, apparent restoration u.l. corner 
with associated loss of canvas visible, and with signature floating on varnish; 
overall with minor areas of craquelure.

Sale: 1525, Lot 21

Srihadi Soedarsono
(Indonesian, 1931-2022)
Untitled (Landscape)
Oil on canvas
Signed Srihadi and dated '74 u.r.
36 x 48 in (91.4 x 121.9 cm)
$30,000-50,000
Property from a Washington, D.C. Estate

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; with some slackening to canvas in 
upper corners, with a drop of brown residue u.r. corner, with small indentation u.r. 
quadrant, with scattered areas of minor craquelure, and with small loss to pigment 
l.r. quadrant.

Sale: 1525, Lot 22

Haji Widayat
(Indonesian, 1919-2002)
Jungle
Oil on canvas
Signed Widayat l.c.
35-1/4 x 55 in (89.5 x 139.7 cm)
$15,000-25,000
Property from a Washington, D.C. Estate

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; overall with craquelure, some 
areas where impasto is so heavy it is lifting slightly from canvas, and with 
scattered areas of minor pigment loss.

Sale: 1525, Lot 23
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American School
Early 20th Century
Portrait of a Woman Wearing a Black Hat
Oil on canvas
Inscribed Wm M Chase u.r.
27 x 19-3/4 in (68.6 x 50.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson

Sale: 1525, Lot 24

American School
Early 20th Century
Still Life with Fish and Basket
Pastel on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Inscribed W M Chase l.l.
Sight size: 19 x 24 in (48.3 x 61 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson

Sale: 1525, Lot 25

Harriet Cany Peale
(American, 1800-1869)
Portrait of Henry D. Cany, Brother of the Artist
Oil on canvas
Inscribed Portrait of Henry D. Cany/ aged 12 years/ painted by H C Cany/ 1828 on 
verso
19 x 15 in (48.3 x 38.1 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 27

James Kivetoruk Moses
(American, 1900-1982)
Untitled (Return from The Hunt)
Watercolor and ink on card; with some toning. Framed.*
Signed Kivetoruk Moses and located Nome, Alaska l.l.
Sight size: 9-1/2 x 17-1/4 in (24.1 x 43.8 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 28

Sale: 1525, Lot 26 - No Lot
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James Kivetoruk Moses
(American, 1900-1982)
Hunter in Kayak and Kayak Tipped, Two Views
Watercolor and ink on paper; with some toning. Framed.*
Signed Kivetoruk Moses and located Nome, Alaska l.l.
Sight size: 7-3/4 x 11 in (19.7 x 27.9 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 29

Walter Launt Palmer
(American, 1854-1932)
Snowy Landscape with Split Rail Fence
Oil on canvas
Signed W.L. Palmer and dated 89 l.l.; with old owner's label affixed to stretcher
19-3/4 x 14 in (50.2 x 35.6 cm)
$10,000-15,000
Property from a Maryland Collection
Note:
For an almost identical example, see Maybelle Mann and Alvin Lloyd Mann, 
Walter Launt Palmer: Poetic Reality, Schiffer Publishing Ltd., Exton, 
Pennsylvania, 1984, no. 1024.

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; overall with surface dirt and with 
fine craquelure predominantly in the sky.

Sale: 1525, Lot 30

William Huston
(American, 1832-1920)
Off the Coast of Long Island
Oil on canvas
Signed Wm. Huston l.l.
15 x 33 in (38.1 x 83.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 31
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Eastman Johnson
(American, 1824-1906)
Portrait of John Van Schaick Lansing Pruyn
Oil on canvas with F.W. Devoe & Co., New York canvas maker's stamp on verso
Signed E.J. and dated 1883 l.l.; also with the paper label of Mrs. William Gorham 
Rice of Albany, N.Y. affixed to verso which reads: This portrait of his great 
grandfather/ is for our son William. It is a beautiful bit of work/ a full completed 
study by Eastman/ Johnson for his original/ painting which had burned in the 
capital here with others./ If not desired/ please give it/ to the Education Building**
*/ Library with the Blackstone Bible. Together with a vintage photograph of the 
original painting.
27 x 18-1/2 in (68.6 x 47 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Maryland Collection

Provenance:
By descent to current owner

Note:
According to Abigael MacGibeny's catalogue entry on the work:
"This painting likely is the sketch for Johnson's large portrait of John Van Schaick 
Lansing Pruyn that was lost in a fire in the New York State Capitol building in 
1911. As reported by the New York Evening Post, April 4, 1911: 'Another loss 
was Eastman Johnson's portrait of Chancellor Pruyn. This was considered one of 
the finest specimens of Eastman Johnson's work and was valued at a high figure. 
There is a water-color sketch of the same portrait in the possession of William G. 
Rice of Albany, and it is likely that it will be loaned to the state in order that a 
copy may be made from it.' A copy by Albany artist George Hughes, featuring the 
sitter at half length rather than full length, hangs in the New York State Senate 
lobby today."
Literature: Hills, Patricia, and Abigael MacGibeny. "John Van Schaick Lansing 
Pruyn, 1883
(Hills no. 31.1.171)." Eastman Johnson Catalogue Raisonné.

Condition:
Under black light: overall with milky-green varnish; the work is not lined or 
restretched. Overall with minor surface abrasions, surface dirt, especially l.l. 
corner and with fine craquelure.

Sale: 1525, Lot 32

Cecil Chichester
(American, 1891-1963)
Forest Scenes: Group of Three Works
Each oil on board
The first, signed and dated 1918, the second, signed and dated 1917 and the third, 
apparently unsigned
Largest: 12 x 16 in (30.5 x 40.6 cm)
$800-1,200 

Sale: 1525, Lot 33
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Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Cecil Chichester
(American, 1891-1963)
Rural Landscape with Cows and Woodstock, New York: Group of Four Works
Each oil on panel
The first signed l.l., and the second, third and fourth each signed l.r.; also the first 
three, signed, located Woodstock, NY and dated 1917 on verso
Each approximately: 8 x 10 in (20.3 x 25.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1525, Lot 34

Charles Edward Chambers
(American, 1883-1941)
Sunday Dinner
Oil on canvas
Signed C E Chambers l.r.
24 x 36 in (61 x 91.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1525, Lot 35

Henrietta Dunn Mears
(American, 1877-1970)
The Beach at Provincetown
Oil on canvas
Signed Henrietta Dunn Mears and located Provincetown l.l.; also signed 
indistinctly, located and dated 1923, inscribed Low Tide and with other illegible 
inscriptions on verso
Unframed: 13-3/4 x 18 in (34.9 x 45.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 36
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William Alexander Coulter
(American, 1849-1936)
Impressionist California Landscape
Oil on canvas
Signed W.A. Coulter l.r.
18 x 22 in (45.7 x 55.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 37

John Phillip Osborne
(American, b. 1951)
Endurance at Morristown
Oil on canvas, 1987
Signed J.P. Osborne l.r.
30 x 40 in (76.2 x 101.6 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Jean Efron, Art Consultants, Washington, DC, purchased October 3, 1989

Sale: 1525, Lot 38

John Stuart Ingle
(American, 1933-2010)
The Good Life XXIII
Mixed media on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed John S Ingle and dated 79 in graphite l.r. and titled in graphite l.l.
Sight size: 18-1/2 x 19-1/4 in (47 x 48.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 39

Mose Ernest Tolliver
(American, Circa 1919-2006)
'Zig Zag Sully, Dancing Woman' and 'Patto Susie': Two Works
The first, oil on Masonite, the second, oil on panel
The first, signed MOSET l.l., also signed, titled and dated 1983 on verso and the 
second, signed MOSET l.c., also signed, titled and dated 6/17/89 on verso
The first: 26 x 13 in (66 x 33 cm); The second: 28 x 20 in (71.1 x 50.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 40
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Mose Ernest Tolliver
(American, Circa 1919-2006)
'Self Portrait of Me' and 'Gray Cat': Two Works
Each oil on panel
The first, signed MOSET l.l., also signed, titled and dated 6/15/88 on verso and the 
second, signed MOSET l.r.
The first: 23-1/2 x 17-1/2 in (59.7 x 44.5 cm); The second: 15 x 25 in (38.1 x 63.5 
cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 41

John Schoenherr
(American, 1935-2010)
Cheetah in the Brush
Oil on board
Signed Schoenherr l.l.
29-1/2 x 21-1/2 in (74.9 x 54.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 42

Jack (Jac) Elmo King
(American, 1920-1998)
Western Landscape with Grazing Horses
Oil on canvas
Signed Jac King l.l.
Unframed: 20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 43

Malcolm Furlow
(American, b. 1946)
Escape from New Mexico
Acrylic on canvas
Signed Furlow l.r.; also signed and titled on verso
40 x 40 in (101.6 x 101.6 cm)
$2,000-4,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 44
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Bernard Patrick Arnest
(American, 1917-1986)
Abstract Figures in Cityscape
Oil on Masonite
Signed Arnest twice l.l.
32 x 40 in (81.3 x 101.6 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 45

Arthur Beecher Carles
(American, 1882-1952)
Dancers
Oil on canvas, circa 1927
Apparently unsigned; with James Graham & Sons, New York paper label affixed 
to stretcher
40 x 34 in (101.6 x 86.4 cm)
$20,000-30,000
Property from the Laura C. Davis Living Trust
James Graham & Sons, Inc., New York
Richard and Reva Kaplan, Philadelphia
Christie's, New York, May 26, 1988, lot 323
Exhibited: Arthur B. Carles Retrospective Exhibition, James Graham & Sons Inc., 
New York, April-May 1959, no. 34 as 'Ballet'
Arthur B. Carles: Paintings with Color, The Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 
Philadelphia, September-November 1983, p. 170, no. 66, illus.

Condition:
Under black light: with no apparent restoration; work has been relined and 
restretched; overall with craquelure.

Sale: 1525, Lot 46

Elise Palmer Derricotte, Geneva Calcier Turner and Jessie Hailstock Roy
(American, 20th Century)
Word Pictures of the Great with Illustrations by Loïs Mailou Jones (American 
1905-1998), Together with Eighteen Woodblocks for the Original Illustrations
The book, written by three staff members of George Bell Elementary School, 
Washington, DC and published by The Associated Publishers, Washington, DC, 
1941 and inscribed 'Greetings to my good friend/ Edith DeBruhl/ May 25, 1960/ 
Elise P. Derricotte' on frontispiece. The blocks, each metal mounted on a wood 
block.
Largest woodblock: 8-3/4 x 13-1/4 in (22.2 x 33.7 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 47
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Leslie Garland Bolling
(American, 1898-1955)
Portrait of Bishop Brooks
Hand-carved stained pine wood sculpture
Signed LG Bolling and dated 10-10-34 on back of base and inscribed Bishop 
Brooks on front of base
Height overall: 15-1/2 in (39.4 cm)
$5,000-7,000
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 48

Loïs Mailou Jones
(American, 1905-1998)
Group of Seven Woodblocks for the Original Illustrations to African Heroes and 
Heroines by Carter G. Woodson (American 1875-1950)
Each a copper plate mounted on wood block
Largest: 8 x 12 in (20.3 x 30.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 49

Augusta Savage
(American, 1892-1962)
Singing Woman: Three Works
Green-painted plaster sculpture together with two green-patinated bronze 
sculptures, likely later castings from the plaster
The first, signed Augusta Savage on back of base and the second and third, signed 
and with New Art Foundry, Baltimore stamp on back of each
Height of plaster: 16-1/2 in (41.9 cm); Height of bronzes: 16-1/4 in (41.3 cm)
$5,000-10,000
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Condition:
Each bronze with normal wear to patina in high points, specifically on face and 
hands of figures and with a few scattered abrasions to base of one; plaster work 
possibly repainted and with some scattered abrasions to gown and normal chips to 
base.

Sale: 1525, Lot 50
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Jane Dabney Shackelford
(American, 1895-1979)
The Child's Story of the Negro with Illustrations by Loïs Mailou Jones (American 
1905-1998), Together with Nine Woodblocks for the Original Illustrations
The book, published by The Associated Publishers, Washington, DC, 1938; and the 
blocks, each a metal plate mounted on wood
Largest woodblock: 5-1/2 x 4 in (14 x 10.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 51

Effie Lee Newsome
(American, 1885-1979)
Manuscript of Child and Nature, A Children's Reader With Illustrations by James 
Lesesne Wells (American 1902-1993), Together with Gladiola Garden
This appears to be an unpublished manuscript submitted to The Associated 
Publishers of Washington, DC, circa 1941, as a follow-up to Newsome's highly 
acclaimed book of children's poetry, Gladiola Garden, published in 1940. 
Newsome was a Harlem Renaissance writer regarded as one of the first African-
American poets to publish her work primarily for children.

The manuscript consists of:
-Title page which reads: Child and Nature/A Children's Reader/ Effie Lee 
Newsome/ Author of Gladiola Garden/ Illustrated by James Lesesne Wells
-Dedication page
-Table of Contents which breaks the manuscript into the following chapters: The 
Child, Many Creatures, The Trees, Insect Folk, The Birds, Flowers and God's Sky
-Approximately 301 typewritten poems on Cronicon paper
-Thirty-six ink drawings by James Lesesne Wells on board or on paper mounted to 
board, many with graphite titles, pages numbers and layout direction
-Twenty-six layout instruction pages on recycled Howard University calendar 
pages from 1941

Together with a copy of Gladiola Garden, The Associated Publishers, Washington, 
DC, 1940.

$10,000-20,000
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 52
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James Lesesne Wells
(American, 1902-1993)
Negroes of Africa, History and Culture, Negroes of Africa, Civilization and 
History and O For a Muse of Fire: Three Woodblocks
The first two, engraved copper and metal plates, the first mounted on wood and the 
third, a metal plate mounted on wood and inscribed 'James L. Wells/ 'O for a Muse 
of Fire'/ Illustrated: Richardson/ Plays & Pagents [sic]/ PP 294/ 1930' on verso
The first: 7 x 5 in (17.8 x 12.7 cm); The second: 7 x 4-3/4 in (17.8 x 12.1 cm); The 
third: 6-1/4 x 3-1/4 in (15.9 x 10.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 53

James Lesesne Wells
(American, 1902-1993)
Cover Art for The Story of the Negro Retold by Carter G. Woodson (American 
1875-1950)
Ink with white heightening on paper mounted to board; overall with tears and 
losses. Unframed.
Signed JLW l.r.
20 x 30 in (50.8 x 76.2 cm.)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 54

James Lesesne Wells
(American, 1902-1993)
Untitled: Group of Six Illustrations
Each ink on paper with page numbers, inscriptions and layout directions inscribed 
in graphite; each with tears and losses. Each unframed.
These illustrations appear to be for an unidentified book and include: 'The King 
Tells the Sun That It's Too Late', 'The Disobedient Daughter', 'Why Chickens ***
?', 'The Antelope Tells His Troubles to the Jackel [sic]', 'The Leopard and the Hare' 
and a leopard and fox
Largest: 14-1/2 x 15-1/2 in (36.8 x 39.4 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of James K. Hill

Sale: 1525, Lot 55
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Jamese Lesesne Wells
(American, 1902-1993)
Husband and Wife, Senegal
Oil on canvas
Signed JLW l.r. and inscribed Husband & Wife, Senegal/ Unfinished on stretcher
35 x 24 in (88.9 x 61 cm)
$6,000-8,000
Property of a Private DC Collector

Sale: 1525, Lot 56

Jack Boyd
(American, 1934-1982)
Horse
Bronze sculpture with dark-brown and green patina on wood base, circa late 1960s
Stamped with initials JB on bronze plaque affixed to a wood base
Overall: 19 x 13-1/2 in (48.3 x 34.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 57

Jack Boyd
(American, 1934-1982)
Untitled (Figure)
Bronze sculpture with dark-brown patina, circa late 1960s
Stamped with initials JB on base
Overall: 32 x 15 in (81.3 x 38.1 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 58

Sam Gilliam
(American, 1933-2022)
Untitled
Acrylic and mixed media on handmade paper
Signed Sam Gilliam and dated 92 l.r.
Sheet size: 35 x 49 in (88.9 x 124.5 cm)
$25,000-35,000
This work was acquired directly from the artist, 1992 and was framed by Lou 
Stovall.
 

Sale: 1525, Lot 59
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Condition:
Condition report available upon request.

American School
Third Quarter 20th Century
Untitled
Cloth, braided fiber, tape and lavender-painted string mounted on cloth and housed 
in a Plexiglas box
Apparently unsigned
Overall: 27 x 35-1/2 in (68.6 x 90.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Corporate Collection
Jean Efron Art Consultants, Washington, DC

Sale: 1525, Lot 60

Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled: Two Works
Each oil, wood and mixed media on canvas
The first, signed, dated June 1964 and located N.Y. on verso; and the second, 
signed Shigeyoshi Iwata and dated '64 lower quadrant
The first approximately: 30 x 26 in (76.2 x 66 cm): The second: 25 x 16 in (63.5 x 
40.6 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 61

Shingo Kusuda
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled
Mixed media on panel
Signed, titled and dated 1959 on paper label affixed to verso, also with artist's card 
affixed to verso
45 x 58-1/2 in (114.3 x 148.6 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 62
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Hisayuki Nomura
(Japanese, 20th Century)
No. 1
Plaster, fiber, and mixed media on stretcher
Signed and titled on verso
57 x 45 in (144.8 x 114.3 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 63

Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled
Oil, wood and mixed media on canvas
Signed Shigeyoshi Iwata and dated '64 in graphite u.r. and signed and dated March 
1964 on verso
60 x 67 in (152.4 x 170.2 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 64

Taisuke Hamada
(Japanese, b. 1932)
Untitled
Mixed media on panel
Signed T Hamada, dated '62, located Kyoto City and dated April 10, 1962 in Kanji 
on verso
64 x 51-1/2 in (162.6 x 130.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 65

Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
NY - No. 1
Oil, wood, wire and mixed media on canvas
Signed Shigeyoshi Iwata and dated '64 c.r.; also signed, dated February 1964 and 
titled on verso
70 x 70 in (177.8 x 177.8 cm)
$4,000-6,000 

Sale: 1525, Lot 66
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Property from a Corporate Collection

Shingo Kusuda
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled
Oil, fabric and other applied mixed media on canvas
Apparently unsigned
68 x 70 in (172.7 x 177.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 67

Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled
Mixed media on board
Signed Shigeyoshi Iwata and dated '61 l.r.; also signed, dated and numbered 35 on 
verso
52 x 65 in (132.1 x 165.1 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 68

Roger Shimomura
(American, b. 1939)
Rambo 12
Oil on canvas
Signed, titled and dated 1978 on verso
48 x 48 in (121.9 x 121.9 cm)
$4,000-6,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 69
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Shingo Kusuda
(Japanese, b. 1935)
A Circle - 7
Oil, plaster, and mixed media on panel
Signed, titled and dated 1962 on paper label affixed to verso
52 x 65 in (132.1 x 165.1 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 70

Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled: Two Works
Each oil, wood, wire and mixed media on canvas
The first, signed and dated Feb. 1964 on verso; The second, signed and dated June 
1964 on verso
The first: 36 x 24 in (91.4 x 61 cm); The second: 20 x 20 in (50.8 x 50.8 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 71

Shingo Kusuda
(Japanese, b. 1935)
A Trap - 63.2
Mixed media on burlap mounted on board
Signed, titled and dated 1963 on paper label affixed to verso
64 x 51-1/2 in (162.6 x 130.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 72

Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled
Oil, wood, wire and mixed media on canvas
Signed Shigeyoshi Iwata and dated Feb-Apr 1964 on verso
50 x 68 in (127 x 172.7 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 73
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Shigeyoshi Iwata
(Japanese, b. 1935)
Untitled
Oil, wood, rope and mixed media on canvas
Signed Shigeyoshi Iwata and dated '64 l.r.; also signed and dated April 1964 on 
verso
Approximately: 53 x 69 in (134.6 x 175.3 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 74

N. Fukushima
(Japanese, 20th Century)
Standing Figure
Pastel on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed N. Fukushima and dated '87 l.r.
82 x 44 in (208.3 x 111.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 75

N. Fukushima
(Japanese, 20th Century)
Striding Figure
Pastel on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed N. Fukushima and dated 89 l.r.
Sight size: 58 x 34-1/2 in (147.3 x 87.6 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 76

Bob Stanley
(American, 1932-1997)
The Beatles
Liquitex on canvas
Probably signed on verso, inaccessible due to framing; inscribed with artist's name, 
title and dated 1965 on label affixed to verso
Unframed: 60 x 78 in (152.4 x 198.1 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 77
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Bob Stanley
(American, 1932-1997)
Mick
Liquitex on canvas
Signed Bob Stanley, titled and dated 1965 on verso
77 x 58 in (195.6 x 147.3 cm)
$1,000-3,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 78

Bob Stanley
(American, 1932-1997)
The Rolling Stones
Liquitex on canvas
Signed Bob Stanley, titled and dated 1965 on verso
58-1/2 x 78 in (148.6 x 198.1 cm)
$1,000-3,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 79

Peter Forakis
(American/Greek, 1927-2009)
Untitled: Four Works
Each an oil on canvas
Each with artist's name and dated 1963 on paper label affixed to verso
Each: 34 x 24 in (86.4 x 61 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 80

Tony DeLap
(American, 1927-2019)
Triple Trouble: Two Works
Each a lacquered wood sculpture, 1956
Inscribed Tony DeLap and dated 1956 on edge of green work
Each: 12-3/8 x 22 in (31.4 x 55.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 81
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David Frederick Reed
(American, b. 1946)
Untitled (155)
Oil and alkyd on two joined canvases
Signed David Reed, dated 1980 and numbered 155 twice on tacking edge
Overall: 16 x 84 in (40.6 x 213.4 cm)
$8,000-12,000
Property of a Private DC Collector

Condition:
Condition report available upon request.

Sale: 1525, Lot 82

Gerald Laing
(British, 1936-2011)
Slide #2
Stove enamel on aluminum and chrome on steel
Signed, dated 1965 and titled on paper label affixed to verso
Overall: 98 x 49 in (248.9 x 124.5 cm)
$8,000-12,000
Property from a Corporate Collection
Richard Feigen Gallery, New York, inventory number #11554-D
Note:
For more information about 'Slide', see David Knight, Gerald Laing Catalogue 
Raisonné, The Estate of Gerald Laing in Association with Lund Humphries, 
London, 2017, no. 97.

Sale: 1525, Lot 83

Kyle Morris
(American, 1918-1979)
April 10, 1961
Oil on canvas
Signed Kyle Morris and dated 61 l.r.; also signed and titled/dated on verso 
48 x 64 in (121.9 x 162.6 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 84
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Robert Rauschenberg
(American, 1925-2008)
Publicon- Station I
Painted wood cabinet with fabric collage, Plexiglas mirror, polished aluminum 
with gold-leaf paddle and electric lights, 1978
From an edition of 30, published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles
Closed: 59 x 30 x 12 in (149.9 x 76.2 x 30.5 cm)
$8,000-12,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Condition:
Overall with normal wear and abrasions to the outer casing and with glue residue 
on verso where it appears a label may have been attached; with some handling dirt 
and smudges to the inside of each door as well as some lifting to the edge of the 
wallpaper on the right door; and with some scattered abrasions to the golden oar.

Sale: 1525, Lot 85

Robert Rauschenberg
(American, 1925-2008)
Publicon- Station V
Wood and aluminum construction, coated with lacquer and enamel, collaged with 
cotton fabric, silk and Plexiglas and with brick and lightbulb
Signed Rauschenberg, dated 78, titled and numbered 13/30 on Gemini G.E.L paper 
card affixed to verso, published by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles
Closed: 18 x 36 x 8 in (45.7 x 91.4 x 20.3 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 86

John Willenbecher
(American, b. 1936)
Allegorical System: Night
Construction of wood and glass
Signed, titled and dated Summer/Fall 1965 on verso
Overall: 19-1/2 x 57-1/2 x 4-1/2 in (49.5 x 146.1 x 11.4 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from a Corporate Collection
Richard Feigen Gallery, New York, purchased December, 1965, inventory number 
#11614-D

Sale: 1525, Lot 87
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Seoung Lee
(Korean, 20th-21st Century)
Linespace (Audrey on a Stool): Triple Portrait
Mixed media lenticular relief on paper mounted to canvas
Signed with artist's seal in red l.r.
45-1/2 x 34-3/4 in (115.6 x 88.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 88

John James Audubon
(American, 1785-1851)
White-Crowned Pigeon: From 'Birds of America' (Pl. CLXXVII)
Hand-colored engraving and aquatint on J. Whatman watermarked paper, 
engraved, printed, and colored by R. Havell after J.J. Audubon's watercolor; laid 
on board, overall with toning and spots of foxing. Framed.
Sheet size: 914 x 635 mm (36 x 25 in)
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 89

John James Audubon
(American, 1785-1851)
Traill's Fly Catcher (Pl. 45)
Engraving and etching, aquatint with hand-coloring, published by Robert Havell, 
London; with some toning and scattered spots of foxing. Framed.*
Sheet size: 914 x 635 mm (36 x 25 in)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 90

Lee Bontecou
(American, 1931-2022)
Untitled (Wish Well) (Sparks 10)
Etching and aquatint in color on Flax handmade paper, 1967
Signed Bontecou and dated 1967 l.r. and numbered 117-144 in graphite l.l., printed 
and published by ULAE, West Islip; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 667 x 436 mm (26-1/4 x 17-1/8 in)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 91
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Salvador Dali
(Spanish, 1904-1989)
Manhattan Skyline (Field 76-6)
Lithograph in color on Arches paper from the original painting, 1976
Signed Dali in white pencil l.r. and inscribed E.A in white pencil l.l., from an 
edition of 20, published by Levine and Levine, New York; apparently in good 
condition. Framed.*
Sheet size: 737 x 527 mm (29 x 20-3/4 in)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 92

Willem de Kooning
(American/Dutch, 1904-1997)
Woman
Lithograph in color; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Inscribed and signed 'To Eurich/ de Kooning' and dated 1965 in pencil l.l.
Sight size: 711 x 495 mm (28 x 19-1/2 in)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 93

Jim Dine
(American, b. 1935)
Kenneth Koch Poem
Lithograph in color on Japan paper, 1966
Signed Jim Dine, dated 1966 and numbered 5/31 in graphite l.c. and titled Kenneth 
Koch Poem and inscribed Lithograph in graphite l.l.; apparently in good condition. 
Framed.*
Sheet size: 914 x 610 mm (36 x 24 in)
$800-1,200
Property from a Corporate Collection

Sale: 1525, Lot 94

Claes Oldenburg
(American, 1929-2022)
Typewriter Eraser
Offset lithograph in color on Rives BFK paper, 1970
Signed C O and dated 70 in graphite l.r., numbered 1/100 in graphite l.l. and 
inscribed Eraser u.c., printed by Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles, published by 
 Publications I.R.L., Lausanne; apparently in good condition. Framed.* 

Sale: 1525, Lot 95
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Sheet size: 203 x 152 mm (8 x 6 in)
$800-1,200
Property from a Corporate Collection

Krishna Reddy
(Indian, 1925-2018)
Sun Worshippers
Mixed color intaglio on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed A. Krishna Reddy in graphite l.r. and numbered 91/100 l.l.
Sight size: 394 x 483 mm (15-1/2 x 19 in)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jo L. Husbands-Rosenberg

Sale: 1525, Lot 96

Andy Warhol
(American, 1928-1987)
Flowers
Screenprint with hand-coloring on Arches paper
Initialed AW l.r. and signed and numbered 145/250 and with Copyright By/ Andy 
Warhol Multiples Inc./ & Castelli Graphics 2, 1974 stamp on verso; apparently in 
good condition. Unframed.
Sheet size: 1029 x 692 mm (40-1/2 x 27-1/4 in)
$4,000-6,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 97

James Lesesne Wells
(American, 1902-1993)
Vase of Flowers
Woodcut in color on Japan paper, circa 1972
Signed James L. Wells in graphite l.l., titled Vase of Flowers in graphite l.r, and 
inscribed A/P in graphite l.c.; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 768 x 432 mm (30-1/4 x 17 in)
$1,000-2,000
Property of a Private DC Collector

Sale: 1525, Lot 98
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György Lehoczky
(Hungarian, 1901-1979)
Nativity Scene (Triptych), 1951
Leaded and Enameled Colored Glass
Left panel etched 1951/LEHOCZKY-GYORGI/GLASMALERI:/WENZEL near 
u.r.; middle panel etched 19 LEHOCZKY-GYORGI 51/GLASMALERI-
WENZEL near u.l.; right panel etched LEHOCZKY near u.r.
Steel frame including loops: 23-1/8 x 51-3/8 in (58.7 x 130.5 cm);
Sight of central panel: 19-7/8 x 15-1/8 in (50.5 x 38.4 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
A few scattered instances of fractures and light cracking to a few glass pieces, 
prominently to elbow of angel in left panel, torso to a lamb and to a back and to a 
cowl of villagers; varying instances of drifting, deterioration to lead caming with 
several instances of possibly later repaired solder joints.

Sale: 1525, Lot 99

Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni for Flos 'Arco' Floor Lamp
Design Introduced 1962, Circa 1990-2000
Interior of shade with applied FLOS label ARCO/1XMAX100W E27 
IAM/S/DESIGN REGISTERED/MADE IN ITALY. A beveled marble anchor 
with a cylindrical cutout supporting a four-section telescopic arced post, 
terminating at a powder coated and chrome finished aluminum reflector and shade. 
Wired with foot pedal and European plug with removable U.S. adapter.
Height when fully extended: 94-1/2 in (240 cm); Width: 11-3/4 in (29.8 cm); 
Length: 92 in (233.7 cm)
$600-800
Property from a Washington, DC Collector

Condition:
Scattered instances of stripped insulation to wiring; scattered scratching and 
abrasions to shade.

Sale: 1525, Lot 100

Burgun, Schverer and Co. Etched, Enameled and Gilt Glass Urn
French, Circa 1900
Honey-colored with streaks of suspended green; underside of body with repeating 
raised floral decoration and the base between the flared foot and body having 
black streaked paisley decoration on a white ground; having dark enameled 
vestigial handles on each end of the body at the outermost point. Underside with 
enamel painted Cross of Lorraine and Thistle mark: B/S/&Co VERRERIE D'ART 
DE LORRAINE/ déposé.
Height: 4-3/8 in (11.1 cm) 

Sale: 1525, Lot 101
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$1,000-2,000
Property of Various Owners

Condition:
Minor inherent partial hairline inclusion to underside of foot, across center of 
mark, with other scattered lesser inclusions; a few minor abrasions along rim; 
minor handling wear with reduction to gilding and enamel; minor accumulated dirt 
to recesses.

L.C. Tiffany Gold on Amber Favrile Glass Leaf and Vine Decorated Flower Bowl
Early 20th Century
Underside of bowl along central cutout engraved 6042M - Louis C. Tiffany
Furnaces Inc. Favrile and underside of removable frog insert engraved 604.2.M
L.C. Tiffany - Inc - Favrile.
Diameter: 12-3/8 in (31.4 cm); Height with insert: 4-1/2 in (11.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Delaware Collector

Condition:
An instance of deteriorated reduction near lower edge of interior lip of bowl; 
concentrated areas of abrasive wear, scratching with associated surface 
deterioration to underside of bowl, and a lesser extent to frog; a few minor fleabite 
nicks to top of frog receiver of bowl.

Sale: 1525, Lot 102

Tiffany Studios Gilt Bronze Three-Light Lily Lamp with Gold on Amber Favrile 
Glass Shades
Model 319, Early 20th Century
Underside stamped TIFFANY STUDIOS/NEW YORK/319; each shade engraved 
L.C.T. along upper mounting lip near fitter.
Height: 12-3/4 in (32.4 cm); Greatest diameter without shades: 5-3/4 in (14.6 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Delaware Collector

Condition:
A few scattered minor indentations, particularly to gadrooning of base; varying 
instances of abrasive wear with associated surface deterioration, reduction in 
gilding, particularly to lower edges; handling wear with soiling, dark accretion, 
particularly to upper edges and recesses of branches; minor bending, warp to 
shade prongs; very minor scratching and wear to shades, particularly near fitter 
with a few scattered instances of minor fleabite nicks; electrical not tested - new 
socket, wiring, internal switch, and plug required.

Sale: 1525, Lot 103
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Tiffany Studios Bronze Tripod Base Harp Floor Lamp
Model 423, Early 20th Century
Underside of one pad-foot impressed TIFFANY STUDIOS/NEW YORK/423.
Height: 56 in (142.2 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Later sheet metal shade; lacking electrical socket within nozzle; weathered with 
aged, flaked losses to surface and associated variegated patina; a few scattered 
instances of light contact staining, particularly to harp; a few areas of oxidative 
verdigris, encrustation particularly to recesses.

Sale: 1525, Lot 104

Pair of Mies van der Rohe 'Barcelona' Chairs and an Associated Coffee Table
Knoll International, Design Introduced 1929, Circa 1990-2000
Underside of right seat side rail stamped KnollStudio and with designer signature; 
underside of seat cushion cover with applied Knoll Greenville, PA manufacturer 
tag. Having brown leather upholstery supported on a singular chrome polished 
steel frame with seventeen leather straps screw-fastened to the front and back seat 
rails and crest rail. Table apparently unmarked.
Height overall of chair: 30-3/4 in (78.1 cm); Width: 30-1/2 in (77.5 cm); Depth: 29
-1/2 in (74.9 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Washington, DC Collector

Condition:
Scattered surface abrasions, general scratching to upholstery, particularly 
concentrated along upper side and front edge of backrest and to straps along back 
and seat rails with a few instances of contact staining; scattered minor fleabite 
nicks, indentations along outer edges of frame; abrasive contact wear with flecked 
losses to finish to undersides of feet.

Sale: 1525, Lot 105

Mies van der Rohe 'Barcelona' Couch Daybed
Knoll International, Design Introduced 1929, Circa 1990-2000
One leg stamped KnollStudio with designer signature; one leg plate with vestigial 
KnollStudio label; underside of cushion with Knoll cover. Having brown leather 
upholstery strapped to a clear lacquered mahogany platform with eleven leather 
straps with rubber webbing; the platform with two chrome steel stretcher rails and 
four internal-threaded tubular legs.
Height with cushion: 25-¼ in (64.1 cm); Width overall: 38 in (96.5 cm); Length: 
77 in (195.6 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Washington, DC Collector 

Sale: 1525, Lot 106
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Condition:
Blooming, bleaching to lacquer of underside, edge of platform; an area of staining, 
discoloration to upholstery; general scratching scattered throughout upholstery 
with instances of abrasive wear concentrated to raised welting; scattered abrasions, 
nicks along edges, of metallic elements with associated deterioration to polish.

Pair of Russell Woodard 'Sculptura' Patio Armchairs and Ottoman
Design Introduced 1956, Circa 1990
Gray powder-coated welded wrought-iron openwork construction.
Height of chair: 28-5/8 in (72.7 cm); Width: 33 in (83.8 cm); Depth: 28 in (71.1 cm
)
$700-900
Property from a Washington, DC Collector

Condition:
Varying instances of deterioration, loss to felt pads of feet; general weathering with 
associated losses to coating and light oxidation, particularly prominent to one chair 
along recesses of frame and wire of backrest.

Sale: 1525, Lot 107

Kerman 'Tree of Life' Rug
First Quarter 20th Century
6 ft 9 in x 4 ft 5 in (206 x 135 cm)
$700-900

Condition:
Concentrated wear with reduction to piling of upper areas; general deterioration 
with a few scattered instances of fraying to bordering weft; light desiccation and 
toning.

Sale: 1525, Lot 108

Serapi Rug
Early 20th Century
Reduced in size.
9 ft 4 in x 10 ft 10 in (285 x 330 cm)
$700-900

Condition:
As stated in catalog, reduced in size. A few scattered instances of lost piling and 

Sale: 1525, Lot 109
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discoloration, staining, particularly concentrated to outer border of one side; 
concentrated wear with reduction to piling within end border; a few scattered 
instances of light soiling, residue particularly near central ground and medallion.

Keshan Rug and a Kazak Rug
First Half 20th Century
5 ft 11 in x 4 ft 4 in (180 x 132 cm); 5 ft x 4 ft 3 in (152 x 130 cm)
$700-900

Condition:
Fold related deterioration to surface piling of Kazak with an associated partial tear; 
puncture to mid-ground of Keshan with associated discoloration and later stitch 
repairs; general wear with frayed deterioration to bordering weft; a few scattered 
instances of minor soiling, particularly to Kazak.

Sale: 1525, Lot 110

Serapi Rug
First Quarter 20th Century
16 ft 2 in x 10 ft 10 in (493 x 330 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
An area of pronounced tears, patch repairs near end of ground, with other scattered 
minor tears; one end with red color-bleed to underside; scattered instances of 
varying deterioration to weave with fraying; areas of light toning, discoloration; a 
few instances of minor soiling and staining.

Sale: 1525, Lot 111

Heriz Rug
Post 1950
11 ft 4 in x 8 ft 2 in (345 x 249 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Scattered losses to piling; scattered instances of soiling; general desiccation.

Sale: 1525, Lot 112
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Laver Kerman 'Tree of Life' Rug
First Quarter 20th Century
9 ft 1 in x 5 ft 10 in (277 x 178 cm)
$700-900

Condition:
General fading, particularly to upper border and ground; general desiccation; 
deteriorated losses to bordering weft and tasseled edge.

Sale: 1525, Lot 113

Serapi Rug
First Quarter 20th Century
12 ft 7 in x 9 ft (384 x 274 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
A few scattered instances of minor discoloration, darkening; minor deterioration to 
bordering weft; trimmed tassels.

Sale: 1525, Lot 114

Tabriz Rug
Late 20th Century
15 ft 9 in x 11 ft 7 in (480 x 353 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 115

Qum Silk Rug
Mid-20th Century
6 ft 7 in x 4 ft 5 in (201 x 135 cm)
$700-900

Sale: 1525, Lot 116
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Serapi Rug
First Quarter 20th Century
14 ft 8 in x 11 ft (447 x 335 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Areas of heavy deteriorated wear, losses to piling, pulled threads in weave with 
later repaired stitching, particularly concentrated to corners with other instances of 
possible scratching, stitch repaired tears; a few scattered instances of soiling, 
residue accretion; uneven wear.

Sale: 1525, Lot 117

Keshan Rug
First Quarter 20th Century
7 ft 1 in x 4 ft 3 in (216 x 130 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 118

Sarouk Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
9 ft x 11 ft 5 in (274 x 348 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Philadelphia Estate

Condition:
~16" surface abrasion, scratch to piling; an instance of surface deterioration to 
piling with fraying to weave; a few scattered instances of minor soiling, staining; 
minor deterioration, fraying to bordering weft; minor embrittlement.

Sale: 1525, Lot 119

Caucasian Lesghi Rug
Early 20th Century
5 ft 3 in x 3 ft (160 x 91 cm)
$600-800

Sale: 1525, Lot 120

Sale: 1525, Lot 121 - No Lot
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Caucasian Lesghi Rug
Early 20th Century
4 ft 7 in x 3 ft 2 in (140 x 97 cm)
$600-800

Sale: 1525, Lot 122

Kerman Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
7 ft 1 in x 4 ft (216 x 122 cm)
$500-700

Sale: 1525, Lot 123

Keshan Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
6 ft x 4 ft 1 in (183 x 125 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 124

Serapi Rug
Early 20th Century
12 ft 8 in x 9 ft 3 in (386 x 282 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Areas of concentrated deteriorated wear with tears, losses, and later patch repairs, 
longest continuous ~9", particularly to both ends of ground; one end of ground 
with area of staining, darkening; varying instances of deterioration, fraying to 
bordering weft; reduction to piling throughout.

Sale: 1525, Lot 125
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Isphahan Rug
Mid-20th Century
6 ft 11 in x 4 ft 10 in (211 x 147 cm)
$600-800

Sale: 1525, Lot 126

Sarab Camel Hair Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
7 ft 5 in x 3 ft 3 in (226 x 99 cm)
$700-900

Sale: 1525, Lot 127

Tabriz Prayer Rug
Early 20th Century
6 ft 4 in x 4 ft 6 in (193 x 137 cm)
$700-900

Sale: 1525, Lot 128

Flemish Historical Verdure Tapestry
19th Century
8 ft 6 in x 9 ft 2 in (259 x 279 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
A few scattered instances of deterioration to weaving, particularly along edges of 
change in yarn, especially lower ground and to a lesser extent near upper left; 
possible stitch-repaired tears, particularly prominent to garment of central figure 
and near upper right; a few scattered instances of soiling, staining; general 
stretching and warp to outline.

Sale: 1525, Lot 129
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After Franz Xavier Bergman
(Austrian, 1861-1936)
Standing Orientalist Figure, Model 2897, Circa 1900
Vienna Cold-Painted Bronze
Back of garment with with incised Bergman foundry mark of B within an urn-
shaped outline and stamped model number; underside of garment marked 
~geschützt. Underside of base and garment with visible mounting screws.
Height overall: 9-1/4 in (23.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Scattered instances of flaked paint loss, particularly to hat, face, and left leg and 
scattered instances of possible painted repair to garment; bending, warp to walking 
stick with associated migration from mounting recess on top of base; minor 
handling wear with associated discoloration and darkening.

Sale: 1525, Lot 130

Louis XV Ormolu Mounted Kingwood and Amboyna Serpentine Marble Top 
Commode
Circa 1750-1770
Having a mottled rouge marble top above two aligned drawers and two long 
drawers; top of back board stenciled in white LEV II.
Height: 34-1/4 in (87 cm); Width: 50 in (127 cm); Depth: 25-1/4 in (64.1 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Condition:
Various repairs and blistering of veneer.

Sale: 1525, Lot 131

Louis XV Ormolu Mounted Amaranth Tric-Trac Table à Jeux
Circa 1770-1790
Having a removable three-quarter low gallery top with inset brown tooled-leather. 
Verso with ebonized and bone parquetry game board enclosing a similar inlaid 
backgammon board above two drawers at each end with divided interior.
Height: 29-1/2 in (74.9 cm); Length: 33 in (83.8 cm); Width: 24-1/2 in (62.2 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Removable top edge with repair at one corner; inside top edge with some veneer 
loss.

Sale: 1525, Lot 132
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After Jean-Paul Aubé
(French, 1837-1916)
Dante Alighieri and Bocca degli Abati
Bronze Literary Group
Top of base near left foot signed P. Aubé above a circular foundry mark for 
Ancienne Maison Colin, Paris; side of front base with mixed script dedication à 
Jules Simon/Chevalier de La Légion d'Honneur/Ses confrères et ses amis/6 
Décembre 1972. Full-length figure with uniform casting in dark brown to olive 
patina.
Height: 24-1/2 in (62.2 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
An instance of prominent abrasion, light scoring along left and right shoulders with 
associated surface deterioration, reduction to patina, with other scattered instances 
of abrasion with associated contact staining scattered throughout, particularly to 
protruding surfaces; minor partial surface pitting to top of base; scattered instances 
of oxidative verdigris accretion throughout, particularly to recesses and mold lines, 
with likely transferred striations across sides of base.

Sale: 1525, Lot 133

George III Mahogany Tilt-Piecrust-Top Tripod Birdcage Tea Table
Circa 1770-1790
Height: 30-1/4 in (76.8 cm); Greatest diameter: 30-1/4 in (76.8 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Each foot with a section of repaired break to side of ball, claw with an instance of 
loss to one; minor stress cracking throughout, particularly to lower end of post 
near feet branch and to tilting block; scattered surface abrasions with losses to 
finish, particularly to tabletop; two legs possibly rejoined.

Sale: 1525, Lot 134

Chippendale Mahogany Reverse Serpentine Slant-Front Desk
Boston, Circa 1770-1790
The slanting writing lid opening to view an arrangement of nine drawers centering 
six valanced pigeonholes.
Height 43-3/4 in (111.1 cm); Width: 42-3/4 in (108.6 cm); Depth: 23-1/4 in (59.1 
cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Brass handles appear to be original: various age cracks to the case, lid and door 
fronts; front left foot repaired.

Sale: 1525, Lot 135
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Land Grant Issued to William McGehee by Governor Patrick Henry
Washington County, Virginia, 1785
Ink on paper with type-printed boilerplate state-specific text with script notation 
describing the individual property and terms of agreement.
Sight size of sheet: 19-7/8 x 15 -1/8 in (50.5 x 38.4 cm); Framed: 27-3/8 x 30-1/8 
in (69.5 x 76.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Unexamined outside of frame: several vertical and horizontal folding marks with 
instances of associated deterioration, losses, with signs of applied stabilizing tape, 
gauze particularly near center and oxidation to paper, particularly in center and 
upper border; dark staining near l.r. corner with scattered instances of soiling; 
foxing throughout; separation to wax seal [not photographed].

Sale: 1525, Lot 136

Chippendale Style Curly Maple Slant Front Desk
Labeled Eldred Wheeler, 60 Sharp Street, Hingham, Massachusetts, Late 20th 
Century
The writing lid opening to view, a stepped amphitheatre interior fitted with various 
sized drawers and eight valanced pigeonholes.
Height: 41-1/4 in (104.8 cm); Width: 35 in (88.9 cm); Depth: 17-1/2 in (44.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 137

Assembled Set of Ten Federal Style Inlaid Mahogany Dining Chairs
Potthast Bros., Last Half 20th Century
Eight Maryland style satinwood inlaid mahogany side chairs, each branded and 
labeled Potthast Bros., Baltimore, together with two armchairs in the Rhode Island 
style. Each seat covered in a faux leopard print cloth.

$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 138
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Federal Style Mahogany Two-Pedestal Dining Table with Two Leaves
Last Half 20th Century
Height: 29 in (73.7 cm); Length when closed: 60 in (152.4 cm); Length when fully 
extended: 97 in (246.4 cm); Depth: 44 in (111.8 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 139

›After Nikolaï Ivanovich Liberich
(Russian, 1828-1883)
Mounted Cossack with Wolf and Hounds
Bronze Hunting Group
Top of base near back with westernized inscription LIEBERICH and foundry mark 
FABR. C.F. WOERFFEL. [Saint Petersburg] near front. Of cast, tooled, and screw 
mounted construction with gold and variegated reddish brown patina.
Height: 9 in (22.9 cm); Length: 21-1/2 in (54.6 cm)
$10,000-15,000

Condition:
A few holes through terrain base suggestive of loss to previous mounts; break, loss 
to reins and separation, general deterioration and indentations to a probably later 
horn (not illustrated); scattered minor breaks, losses to appendages of terrain; 
minor indentations, abrasions to outer edges, particularly protruding points, ears; 
scattered instances of oxidative verdigris, particularly to recesses of fur; loose 
mounts, particularly with branch and horse.

Sale: 1525, Lot 140

After Vasily Yacovlevich Grachev
(Russian, 1831-1905)
Farewell Kiss
Bronze Figural Group for Woerffel, Saint Petersburg, modeled in 1877, Circa 1900
Cyrillic artist signature to top of base near left horse hind leg and foundry mark 
near right front leg.
Height overall including spear: 12-1/8 in (30.8 cm); Height of group: 9-3/8 in (23.8 
cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Bending, warp to spear, particularly to tip; break to reins; soiling, residue accretion 
to top of terrain base and recesses of wreath; a few scattered minor abrasions with 
associated surface deterioration to patina, particularly to outer protruding surfaces; 
a few isolated instances of surface verdigris.

Sale: 1525, Lot 141
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Russian Silver and Cloisonné Enamel Icon of Christ the Pantocrator
Maker's mark obscure, possibly the mark of Pavel Ovchinnikov, with Imperial 
Warrant mark on edge of frame; Moscow, Last Quarter 19th Century
Oklad apparently unmarked.
Panel: 4-3/4 x 4-1/4 in (12.1 x 10.8 cm); Frame: 4-7/8 x 4-3/8 in (12.4 x 11.1 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Minor deterioration to outer edges near oklad, particularly to hand near gospel with 
instances of flaked paint loss; deterioration to enamel along upper border; 
craquelure to varnish throughout, concentrated to brow; indentations, warp to 
silver frame, particularly to l.l. corner.

Sale: 1525, Lot 142

Four Russian Silver Objets de Vertu
Various Makers, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, cloisonné enameled cigarette case with 88-Zolotnik,and Cyrillic maker's 
mark M*, St. Petersburg; the second, cigarette case with 84-Zolotnik, and Cyrillic 
maker's mark IP, Moscow; the third, folding traveling triptych icon of Christ the 
Pantocrator flanked by an Archangel and a Saint, with 84-Zolotnik, and Cyrillic 
maker's mark MN, Moscow; the fourth, threaded egg-form box, apparently 
unmarked.
Length of larger case: 3-7/8 in (9.8 cm); Length of egg: 1-1/8 in (2.9 cm);
Combined gross weight: 11.6 oz
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Interior of lid of cigarette case inscribed Mamacha; minor craquelure to painting of 
icon with a few flecked losses to paint; scratching and scattered instances of 
persistent tarnish, particularly to smaller case with pronounced gouge along lower 
edge, lid; reduction to gilding of larger case; minor lifting, warp to oklad of icon.

Sale: 1525, Lot 143

International Silver Company Sterling Flat Table Service
Meriden, Royal Danish Pattern, Introduced 1939
Consisting of:
12 Dinner knives
9 One-piece butter spreaders
12 Dinner forks
12 Salad forks
1 Seafood fork
2 Tablespoons
12 Soup spoons
17 Teaspoons 

Sale: 1525, Lot 144
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1 Gravy ladle
1 Serving spoon
1 Large serving fork
1 Sugar spoon
1 Pie server
Total number of pieces: 82
Total weight of weighable silver: 108.3 oz
$2,000-3,000

Wallace Sterling Partial Flat Table Service
Wallingford, Grand Colonial Pattern, Introduced 1942
Consisting of:
12 Dinner knives
12 Luncheon knives
12 Two-piece butter spreaders
11 Dinner forks
12 Luncheon forks
12 Salad forks
12 Seafood forks
8 Cocktail forks
12 Ice cream forks
3 Tablespoons
1 Pierced tablespoon
12 Soup spoons
12 Dessert spoons
17 Teaspoons
12 Iced tea spoons
1 Gravy ladle
2 Sauce ladles
1 Serving spoon
1 Large serving fork
1 Jelly server
1 Pickle fork
1 Cold meat fork
1 Sugar spoon
1 Pie server
1 Cake server
1 Cheese server
1 Tomato server
1 Cake breaker
1 Bottle opener
Total number of pieces: 175
Total weight of weighable silver: 157.2 oz
$2,500-3,500
Property from a Warrenton, VA Collection

Condition:
Varying instances of surface scratching and abrasion; general handling wear with 

Sale: 1525, Lot 145
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a few instances of persistent tarnish to recesses.

Gorham Sterling Five-Piece Coffee and Tea Service
Providence, Pattern 1091-5, Circa 1948-1951
Consisting of: a coffeepot, teapot, creamer, covered sugar and cachepot; bulbous 
bodies set on an ogee foot, having alternating gadroon and floral decorated bands, 
the pattern also incorporated along the border of the bud-formed finial surmounted 
lids. Undersides with stamped maker's name, mark, standard, corresponding model 
number, date code, and piece number; exterior of lip of lids also marked with 
standard and piece number.
Height of coffeepot: 10-1/2 in (26.7 cm); Total gross weight: 69 oz
$800-1,200
Property from a Warrenton, VA Collection

Condition:
Monogrammed; pronounced indentation to exterior of lower body of coffeepot; 
scattered surface scratches, abrasions, particularly concentrated along exterior 
edge of underside of feet; scattered instances of persistent tarnish, particularly to 
recesses of feet and handles.

Sale: 1525, Lot 146

Old Newbury Crafters Sterling Partial Flat Table Service
Probably Newburyport, Karen Pattern, Introduced 1939
Consisting of:
12 Luncheon knives
12 One-piece butter spreaders
4 Dinner forks
12 Luncheon forks
7 Dessert forks
12 Salad forks
8 Seafood forks
1 Tablespoon
10 Soup spoons
12 Teaspoons
1 Demitasse spoon
1 Iced tea spoon
1 Gravy ladle
1 Serving spoon
1 Large serving fork 

Sale: 1525, Lot 147
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1 Cold meat fork
1 Pastry server
Total number of pieces: 97
Total weight of weighable silver: 124.5 oz
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Warrenton, VA Collection

Condition:
Varying instances of surface scratching and abrasion; general handling wear with a 
few instances of persistent tarnish to recesses.

Tiffany & Co. Sterling Flat Table Service
New York, English King Pattern, Introduced 1885
Consisting of:
10 Dinner knives
11 Luncheon knives
5 One-piece butter spreaders
12 Dinner forks
7 Fish forks
11 Tablespoons
11 Dessert spoons
10 Teaspoons
Total number of pieces: 77
Total weight of weighable silver: 130.3 oz
$4,000-6,000
Estate of Priscilla J. McCoy

Condition:
Bowl to one teaspoon with prominent damage.

Sale: 1525, Lot 148

La Pierre Manufacturing Co. Sterling Five-Piece Coffee and Tea Service
Newark, Pattern JC100, First Quarter 20th Century
Consisting of: a coffeepot, teapot, creamer, covered sugar and cachepot; tapering 
bodies set on flared ogee feet with elongated conical lids surmounted by urn-form 
finials. Underside with stamped maker's mark, standard, and varying instances of 
pattern number, volume, and piece number applied to exterior side of lip of lids.
Height of coffeepot: 10-1/2 in (26.7 cm); Total gross weight 60.9 oz
$800-1,200
Property from a Warrenton, VA Collection

Condition:
Pronounced indentation to exterior of lower body of teapot, with other scattered 
instances of lesser indentation; scattered surface scratches, abrasions, particularly 
concentrated along exterior edge of underside of feet; scattered instances of 

Sale: 1525, Lot 149
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persistent tarnish, particularly to recesses of feet and handles.

Henry Birks & Sons Sterling Flat Table Service
Montreal, Gadroon Pattern, Introduced 1914
Consisting of:
12 Dinner knives
12 Two-piece butter spreaders
12 Dinner forks
12 Salad forks
1 Tablespoon
12 Soup spoons
12 Teaspoons
12 Demitasse spoons
1 Gravy ladle
1 Master butter knife
1 Pickle fork
1 Lemon fork
1 Cold meat fork
1 Sugar spoon
1 Pair of sugar tongs
1 Pie server
1 Two-piece teak salad serving set
1 Two-piece carving set
1 Cake breaker
Total number of pieces: 98
Total weight of weighable silver: 84.6 oz
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 150

Victorian Silver Queen's Pattern Silver Assembled Flat Table Service
London, Third Quarter 19th Century and Later
12 Dinner knives, 9-5/8 inches, Strickett & Loder, Circa 1984
12 Luncheon knives, 8-5/8 inches, Strickett & Loder, Circa 1984
12 Steak knives, 8-5/8 inches, Terry Shaverin, Circa 1989
4 Fish knives, 7-3/8 to 7-3/4 inches, Predominantly Possibly 'James McKay', Circa 
1759
12 Dinner forks, 8 to 8-1/4 inches, Predominantly John James Whiting, Circa 1844
12 Luncheon forks, 7-1/4 inches, Various Makers
12 Tablespoons, 8-3/4 inches, Various Makers 

Sale: 1525, Lot 151
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12 Soup spoons, 6-7/8 inches, Henry Holland, Circa 1870
12 Teaspoons, 5-5/8 inches, Henry Holland, Circa 1870
6 Egg spoons, 5-1/8 inches
1 Soup ladle, 13 inches, Henry Holland, Circa 1870
1 Gravy ladle, 7 inches, Henry Holland, Circa 1870
1 Mustard ladle, 5-7/8 inches
1 Serving spoon, 12-1/8 inches, George William Adams, Circa 1854
1 Pierced fish slice, 11-1/2 inches, Jonathan Hayne, Circa 1827
1 Sugar sifter, 6-3/8 inches, Henry Holland, Circa 1870
2 Salt spoons, 4-3/4 inches
Together with a fitted case.
Total number of pieces: 114
Total weight of weighable silver: 188.5 oz
Height of chest overall: 24-3/8 in (61.9 cm); Width: 21-3/8 in (54.3 cm); Depth: 16
-7/8 in (42.9 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Condition:
Various monograms and heralds applied to handle ends; varying instances of warp, 
bending, particularly to bowls of a few smaller spoons; varying instances of 
surface scratching, abrasion and fleabite nicks and indentations along outer edges.

Pair of George III Weighted Silver Corinthian Column Candlesticks
John Winter & Co., Sheffield, Circa 1782
On gadrooning and labyrinth meander bordered square bases with fern tendril 
edges; the sockets having removable nozzles. One side of base with VIRTUS 
MILLE SCUTA in engraved script above two lion heralds and another side with 
TRIA JUNCTA IN UNO around a crowned lion herald, with another illegible 
instance of possibly repeated dedication; the former two being duplicated on 
opposing corners of top of nozzle. Each having stamped maker, sterling standard, 
town, and date marks below lower border.
Height: 12-3/8 in (31.4 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Condition:
Abrasive wear along underside with associated peeling, deterioration to fill and felt 
pad; scattered instances of minor fleabite nicks, indentations throughout, 
particularly edges and corners; minor bending, slope to both; persistent tarnish and 
polishing compound accretion to recesses.

Sale: 1525, Lot 152
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Pair of Regency Silver Covered Entrée Dishes
Paul Storr, London, Circa 1814
Each dish and cover with gadrooned lip, the corners and midpoints decorated with 
Prince of Wales feathers; the top of the cover reapplying the pattern around a 
removable chased acanthus and lion's head terminated handle on raised flower 
head medallion plate. Each long-side of both dishes having a crowned AN (or 
possibly Alpha Omega) in engraved script. Short-side of dish and cover with 
stamped maker, sterling standard, city, date, and duty marks; handle plate with 
stamped maker, sterling standard, and duty. Each having other scattered notations.
Height overall with handle: 5-5/8 in (14.3 cm); Length: 12-3/8 in (31.4 cm)
Total weight: 140.4 oz
$3,000-5,000

Condition:
Scattered instances of minor indentations throughout, particularly throughout body 
of cover and lip of dish; minor wear and deterioration to removable handle, 
particularly along lock; varying instances of abrasive wear with surface scratching 
to undersides; scattered instances of persistent tarnish.

Sale: 1525, Lot 153

German Silver Caravel-Form Nef Table Garniture
Hanau, J.D. Schleissner & Söhne, Circa 1900
Top of deck of bow and along port side with stamped Sickle, Sword, Chalice, and 
Crown marks. In two parts: the top deck and associated cabins removable to reveal 
a screw-mounted base below for display; the lower hull revealing a well with an 
enclosed spout within the bow. The lower hull of predominantly continuous 
construction with a few welds; the upper decking and cabins predominantly 
composed of screw fastened and welded elements. Overall lacquered finish.
Height overall: 21-5/8 in (54.9 cm): Length: 16-1/2 in (41.9 cm)
Total weight: 104.5 oz
$3,000-5,000
Property from a Maryland Collection

Condition:
Lacquered with associated discoloration and trapped tarnish; varying instances of 
minor breaks, losses to rigging, particularly at connection points to deck rail; a few 
isolated minor indentations, gouges and partial tearing, particularly to outer 
protruding edges, cannon lips and near exterior wall of spout, respectively.

Sale: 1525, Lot 154
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Pair of Persian Silver Chased Flowering Urn and Bird of Paradise Vases
Possibly Maragheh, Last Quarter 19th Century
Bearing an effaced Farsi '84' standard and city mark along exterior side of base. 
Continuous tapering tubular construction with braided edge and applied step-
formed base.
Height: 21-3/8 in (54.3 cm)
Total weight: 70.7 oz
$1,500-2,500

Condition:
Minor warp, bending at base of one; scattered minor indentations throughout; 
minor abrasive wear and persistent tarnish to recesses of chased decoration

Sale: 1525, Lot 155

Attributed to Kano Tanyu
(Japanese, 1602-1674)
Winter Landscape of Birds in Prunus Tree: A Hanging Scroll
Ink and Wash on Paper with Brocade Silk Border
Signed and sealed
Overall when extended: 82 x 70 in (208.3 x 177.8 cm); Length of travel box: 72-
1/2 in (184.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Corporate Collection

Condition:
Several horizontal creases, and a few vertical crease marks with associated surface 
wear and deterioration, reduction to pigmentation of painting; general desiccation 
with associated deterioration and losses throughout, particularly with instances of 
shattering to silk border; a few scattered tears to silk border and scroll pane; a few 
isolated instances of minor soiling, discoloration, particularly to scroll panel.

Sale: 1525, Lot 156

Japanese Gold Lacquered Four-Case Inro
Meiji Period (1868-1912)
Decorated in gold takamaki-e, hiramaki-e and kirigane of a boatman in a 
mountainous river landscape with scattered huts, interior nashiji; the gray silk cord 
attached with a hardstone ojime and cast Kanji silvered metal mounted and gold 
phoenix tail decorated pillow-form ivory manju netsuke.
Height: 2-3/4 in (7 cm)
$500-700

Condition:
Scattered wear to raised gold lacquer decoration and flecks to edges of some 
sections.

Sale: 1525, Lot 157
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Japanese Cloisonné Enamel Covered Jar and a Pair of Associated Vases
Meiji Period (1868-1912)
Each enamel on opposing sides with birds, butterflies and flowers on a sky blue 
ground within a sinuous dragon and foliage field; the jar interspersed with figures 
of Deities and Demons.
Height of jar: 14 in (35.6 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Jar with a few isolated instances of partial stress cracking to blue ground; jar with a 
few minor notches, indentations to lip, liner; each with other minor enamel 
imperfections.

Sale: 1525, Lot 158

Japanese School
Edo Period, (1603-1868)
Winter Mountain Snow with Pine Trees: Six Panel Screen
Ink and Color on Gold Leaf with Brocade Silk Border
With illegible signature and seal
Overall: 37-3/4 x 93-1/2 in (95.9 x 237.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Corporate Collection

Condition:
A few scattered minor punctures, particularly to backing; minor deteriorated wear 
with associated losses to pigmentation and paper, particularly outer edges; varying 
instances of desiccation, swelling with associated peeling to applied elements, 
particularly near outer edges, with a few instances of applied tape stabilizer; a few 
scattered instances of minor soiling and staining.

Sale: 1525, Lot 159

Japanese Bronze-Form Earthenware Covered Urn
Underside with gold signature for Kinkozan, Meiji Period (1868-1912)
Gilt and enamel painted on opposing sides with woman and children beside a river, 
the sides painted with fowls in a landscape on an associated gold lacquer 
decorated hardwood stand.
Height of urn: 12 in (30.5 cm); Height overall: 15 in (38.1 cm)
$700-1,000

Condition:
A few scattered instances of minor wear, deterioration to gilding of ground; 
uniform fine-network crazing throughout.

Sale: 1525, Lot 160
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Three Japanese Enameled Earthenware Cabinet Objects
Meiji Period (1868-1912)
The first, a pierced covered basket, signed ~Satsuma ... Yaki/ Kutani-Sei, gilt and 
enamel painted with bands of floral diapers and grape clusters; the second, a 
covered urn gilt and enamel painted with three scenes of a court audience, a 
festival and a rocky coast, signed Matsumoto Hozan; and the third, a wafer form 
box, the top gilt and enamel painted with a procession scene with a palanquin, 
signed Kinkozan.
Height of basket: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$600-800

Condition:
Each with some instances of wear to gilding.

Sale: 1525, Lot 161

Pair of Japanese Earthenware Vases
Meiji Period (1868-1912)
Each barrel form with six segments divided by raised staves, gilt and enameled 
painted with scenes of arhats traveling to various temples and pavilions, one panel 
painted with birds and flowering branches and having a salmon possibly Kikkoen 
for Yasudo trademark and illegible turquoise kakihan seal, the shoulder and neck 
painted with gilt chrysanthemum mons. Unisgned.
Height: 9-1/4 in (23.5 cm)
$600-800

Condition:
Each with minor notch to underside edge of raised foot, one with an instance of 
associated partial stress cracking; each with some wear to raised gilded decoration.

Sale: 1525, Lot 162

Japanese Basket-Weave Molded Earthenware Urn
Meji Period (1868-1912)
The body gilt and enamel painted with continuous scenes of arhats and herons in a 
landscape. Unsigned.
Height: 31-1/2 in (80 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Condition:
Minor wear to gilding and enamel decoration.

Sale: 1525, Lot 163
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Chinese Bronze Censer
Cast in Four Lines with Wanli Mark and Period (1573-1619)
Light green-brown patina.
Greatest diameter: 6-3/4 in (17.1 cm)
$6,000-8,000

Condition:
An isolated area of minor indentation to the lower left of one vestigial handle; 
exterior with scattered wear and scratches to patina.

Sale: 1525, Lot 164

Chinese Archaistic Encrusted Verdigris Bronze Side Handle Wine Vessel
Qing Dynasty, Circa 18th-19th Century
The globular body inlaid with gold and silver geometric stylized pattern beneath a 
gold inlaid archaic inscription and scroll shoulder.
Height: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Lacking cover; minor handling wear with reduction to patina to raised decoration 
and edges of handle and spout, respectively.

Sale: 1525, Lot 165

Ruan Xingshan
(Chinese, 1891-1974)
Bamboo
Ink on Paper
Signed and sealed; also with three vertical rows of inscription and sealed
Sight size: 31 x 14-1/4 in (78.7 x 36.2 cm); Framed: 38-3/8 x 21-1/8 in (97.5 x 53.7 
cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Private DC Collector

Condition:
Unexamined outside of frame: apparent restoration and scattered instances of 
folding creases.

Sale: 1525, Lot 166
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Manner of Qiu Ying
(Chinese, 18th-19th Century)
Court Ladies and Children Taunting a Small Demon on a Septor
Ink and Color on Silk
Signed and sealed l.l.; also inscribed, sealed and dated 1971 l.r.
Sight size: 36-1/4 x 19-7/8 in (92.1 x 50.5 cm); Framed: 49-1/4 x 26-5/8 in (125.1 
x 67.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Unexamined outside of frame: diagonal fold along u.l. corner; a few minor 
scratches, abrasions particularly to ground; general toning throughout; a few 
scattered instances of minor soiling; varying instances of foreign marks, 
particularly as aged ink to foreground.

Sale: 1525, Lot 167

Manner of Zhao Mengfu
(Chinese, 18th-19th Century)
Mounted Hunters
Ink and Color on Silk
Signed with two seals; also with eight vertical lines of inscription and sealed
Panel: 8-5/8 x 34-5/8 in (21.9 x 87.9 cm); Framed: 17-1/8 x 45-3/8 in (43.5 x 115.3 
cm)
$800-1,200
Note:
Verso inscribed in black marker "Collected by Senator T. Green/ Auctioned by 
Weschler/ Wash D.C."

Condition:
Unexamined outside of frame: several folding vertical crease marks with 
associated deterioration and partial cracking with an unrelated horizontal wrinkle 
to ground near right border and additional deterioration along outer edge and 
border, particularly to corners; light toning throughout with possible desiccation; a 
few scattered instances of minor soiling.

Sale: 1525, Lot 168

Set of Twelve Album Paintings of Assorted Court Scenes
Chinese School, Circa 1900
Body Color on Pic Paper
Sight size: 12 x 7-1/2 in (30.4 x 19 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Each unexamined outside of frame with light toning and possible foxing, 

Sale: 1525, Lot 169
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particularly to the outer margins.

Chinese Translucent Mottled Celadon Jade Mughal-Type Chrysanthemum Charger
19th-20th Century
Thinly carved as an open flower head with four radiating petals; the stone, a light 
celadon green translucent color with scattered brown and white inclusions.
Diameter: 11-1/8 in (28.2 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Condition:
A few minor lesser chips, fleabite nicks, and partial stress cracking along outer 
edge of rim of lip.

Sale: 1525, Lot 170

Chinese Flambé Glazed Hu-Form Vase
Incised Six Characters with Guangxu Mark and Period (1875-1909)
Overall red glaze with a purplish-blue glaze slipping at the corners and handles.
Height: 11-3/4 in (29.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Condition:
Minor chips, fleabite nicks along underside edge; minor scattered surface and glaze 
imperfections; inherent fine network crazing throughout.

Sale: 1525, Lot 171

Chinese Pale Blue Glazed Ground Porcelain 'Dragon Key-Fret' Banded Bowl
Underglazed Iron-Red Jiaqing Seal Mark and Period (1796-1820)
The interior cavetto enamel painted with flowering plants and ruyi-fungus.
Height: 3 in (7.6 cm); Diameter: 6 3/4 in (17.1 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Condition:
Partial hairline crack visible to interior of wall; minor glaze imperfections, with 
partial flecking to edges of a few raised decoration of underside.

Sale: 1525, Lot 172
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Chinese White and Dark Iron-Brown Russet Jade Boulder
19th Century
Carved on one side with a traveler on an oxen with trailing attendant greeting a 
scholar with a craggy cavern, verso carved with a pine tree growing from a rocky 
mountain cliff.
Height: 4-1/2 in (11.4 cm); Length: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$500-1,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 173

Chinese Export School
19th Century
Pair of Églomisé Paintings from 'The Romance of the Three Kingdoms'
Sight size: 13-5/8 x 19-1/2 in (34.6 x 49.5 cm); Framed: 18-3/8 x 24 in (46.7 x 61 
cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Unexamined outside of frame, a few scattered instances of minor scratching, 
abrasion with slight losses to pigmentation and gilding.

Sale: 1525, Lot 174

Pair of Chinese Export 'Famille Rose' Hexagonal Garden Seats
Early 20th Century
Each enameled and gilt painted on opposing sides with roosters and phoenix 
amidst flowers, alternating to pierced intertwined double cash medallions.
Height: 18-1/4 in (46.4 cm); Greatest diameter: 15 in (38.1 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Condition:
Each with wear to gilding, particularly to the raised bosses and some instances of 
enamel imperfections.

Sale: 1525, Lot 175

Chinese Jade and Hardstone Mounted Parcel Gilt Black Lacquer Four-Tier 
Wedding Box
Early 20th Century
The tiers gilt decorated on opposing sides with four-clawed dragons within diaper 
border, fitted in a double-headed dragon arbor travel frame.
Height overall: 33 in (83.8 cm); Diameter: 16-1/2 in (41.9 cm)
$500-700 

Sale: 1525, Lot 176
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Condition:
Scattered chips to lacquer, with flaked losses near lower edge, and general wear to 
gilt decoration; a few scattered instances of residue accretion; minor oxidative 
verdigris to handle.

Chinese Red Cinnabar Lacquer Octagonal Covered Box
20th Century
Height: 5-1/2 in (14 cm); Greatest diameter: 12 in (30.5 cm)
$600-800

Condition:
Partial stress cracking to interior of lid; minor surface abrasions; minor contact 
wear with slight flecked losses along underside edges and lip of container and lid.

Sale: 1525, Lot 177

Chinese School
20th Century
Flowers: Twelve Album Leaves
Each Watercolor on Paper, Each Signed and Inscribed
In gold and beige brocade silk covers with inscribed colophone
When enclosed: 12-1/4 x 8 in (31.1 x 20.3 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 178

Pair of Chinese Export 'Famille Rose' 'European Subject' Bottle Vases
Republic Period (1912-1949)
Each enamel painted on opposing sides with a portrait of European women within 
enameled and gilt lotus scrolls on a turquoise glazed ground, each with pseudo 
underglazed blue Qianlong seal mark.
Height: 3-1/2 in (8.9 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Condition:
Minor wear with associated reduction to pigmentation and gilding; a few minor 
foreign marks to white ground.

Sale: 1525, Lot 179
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Chinese Red Cinnabar Lacquer Round Covered Box
20th Century
The top lid carved with a siege of herons in flight and beside a river, against a 
black and tan basket-weave and diaper ground; the sides carved with peony 
scrolls.
Height: 5 in (12.7 cm); Diameter: 13-1/2 in (34.3 cm)
$500-700

Condition:
Minor contact wear with associated flaked losses to lacquer of underside and along 
lip of container and lid; minor abrasions to surface, particularly of lid.

Sale: 1525, Lot 180

Chinese Couched Metallic Gold Thread and Embroidered Blue Silk Long Sleeve 
Robe
Circa 1900
Length overall: 56 in (142.2 cm)
$800-1,200

Condition:
Some instances of shattered silk, deteriorated fraying to embroidery; general wear 
and minor soiling to lining.

Sale: 1525, Lot 181

Chinese Embroidered and Brocade Rose Silk Short Sleeve Robe
Circa 1900
Length overall: 56-1/2 in (143.5 cm)
$700-1,000

Condition:
Concentrated wear, fading and light soiling to shoulders.

Sale: 1525, Lot 182

Chinese Navy Blue Silk Cut Velvet Short Sleeve Robe
20th Century
Length overall: 45 in (114.3 cm)
$700-1,000

Condition:
Tears to lower collar and waist hooks; general wear and deterioration throughout, 
particularly concentrated along collar with instances of fraying.

Sale: 1525, Lot 183
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Pair of Jean Schlumberger Tested 18-Karat Yellow-Gold Cufflinks
Each signed Schlumberger
Total weight: 7.2 dwt.; Length: 1 in (2.5 cm)
$700-1,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 184

Two 14-Karat Yellow-Gold Pocket Knives
The first, Van Cleef & Arpels, having a diagonal corrugated gold design with a 
pull-out retractable pencil, signed VCA NY 24312-1 and accompanied by a Van 
Cleef & Arpels brown felt carrying case; and the second, Tiffany & Co, having a 
basketweave pattern with a pull-out ballpoint pen, signed Tiffany & Co.
Gross weight of first: 24.7 dwt.; Length: 3 in (7.6 cm); Gross weight of second: 
24.7 dwt.; Length: 3-1/8 in (7.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 185

Edwardian Tested 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Amethyst and Diamond 'Sunburst' 
Pendant Brooch
Circa 1910
Set with one large cushion-faceted amethyst measuring approximately 19.88 x 
19.15 x 15.77 mm, surrounded by forty round old mine-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1.75 carats.
Gross weight: 8 dwt.; Greatest length: 1-1/2 in (3.8 cm)
$600-800
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 186

14-Karat Yellow-Gold, White-Gold and Diamond Bracelet
Set with seven round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately .45 carats and 
forty-two channel-set square-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.10 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 2.55 carats; Total gross weight: 9 dwt.; Length: 7-3/8 in 
(18.7 cm)
$700-1,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 187
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14-Karat Yellow-Gold Necklace
Having millegrain-style circular links, attached with a scrolling wirework, 
millegrain and turquoise inset tongue-and-groove clasp.
Gross weight: 27.9 dwt.; Length: 60-1/2 in (153.7 cm)
$1,200-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 188

Lady's 14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Concealed Face Manual-Wind 
Wristwatch, Berlis Watch for Geneva, Swiss
The mesh and wirework band and cover set with five round full-cut diamonds 
opening to view a rectangular mother-of-pearl dial.
Gross weight: 31.3 dwt.; Length of band: 6-1/4 in (15.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jo L. Husbands-Rosenberg

Condition:
Dial with areas of crazing and losses.

Sale: 1525, Lot 189

18-Karat Yellow-Gold Pendant Necklace
Total gross weight: 21.9 dwt.; Length of necklace: 27-1/2 in (69.9 cm); Length of 
pendant: 1-7/8 in (4.8 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 190

14-Karat Yellow-Gold Solitaire Diamond Ring
The six-prong mount set with one round old mine-cut diamond weighing 
approximately 1.50 carats.
Shank size: 6-1/4
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jo L. Husbands-Rosenberg

Sale: 1525, Lot 191
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Italian 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Ruby Bracelet
Set with forty-three round faceted melee rubies (one ruby missing).
Gross weight: 28.5 dwt.; Length: 7-1/4 in (18.4 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 192

Art Deco Platinum Solitaire Diamond Ring
Circa 1925
Centered with one round old mine-cut diamond weighing approximately .95 carats, 
surrounded by a halo and shoulder set with round full-cut diamonds.
Shank size: 8
$800-1,200
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 193

18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Necklace and Bracelet
The oval link necklace centered with five segments set with one hundred round 
brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 3 carats; the bracelet having three 
segments set with sixty round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately .90 
carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 3.90 carats; Total gross weight: 22.1 dwt.; Length of 
necklace: 14-1/2 in (36.8 cm); Length of bracelet: 6-3/8 in (16.2 cm)
$1,800-2,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 194

Italian 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond, Plique-à-Jour and Enamel 'Dragonfly' 
Brooch
The body and wings set with a pavé of round brilliant-cut diamonds.
Gross weight: 16.6 dwt.; Length: 2-1/2 in (6.4 cm); Width: 3-3/4 in (9.5 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 195
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Baroque South Sea Pearl Necklace
The continuous strand having multicolor Baroque South Sea pearls measuring 
approximately 11 to 12 mm.
Length: 48 in (121.9 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 196

14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Bracelet
Having five round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.10 carats.
Gross weight: 16.7 dwt.; Length: 7-1/4 in (18.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 197

Art Deco Platinum and Diamond 17-Jewel Manual-Wind Wristwatch, Nicolet 
Watch Co., Swiss
Circa 1920s
Having a rectangular white enamel dial with black enamel Arabic hour chapters, 
the bezel and lugs set with a pavé of round full-cut diamonds; attached by a 
platinum two-cord band having a clasp set with six round full-cut diamonds. Case 
signed Paul Vallette.
Gross weight without movement: 8.6 dwt.; Length of bracelet: 6-1/4 in (15.9 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 198

14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Necklace and Bracelet
Each having three central segments set with round brilliant-cut melee diamonds.
Total gross weight: 40.2 dwt.; Length of necklace: 16-1/2 in (41.9 cm); Length of 
bracelet: 7-1/4 in (18.4 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 199
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14-Karat White-Gold, Diamond and Synthetic Blue Sapphire Bracelet
In the Art Deco style, having twenty round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1.20 carats, alternating with twenty rectangular-cut synthetic blue 
sapphires.
Gross weight: 9.5 dwt.; Length: 7-1/4 in (18.4 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 200

14-Karat White-Gold, Jade and Diamond Ring
Centered with one marquise cabochon jade measuring approximately 18.80 x 6.38 
mm, surrounded by thirty-four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately .75 carats.
Shank size: 4-1/2
$700-900

Sale: 1525, Lot 201

Pair of Tested 10-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Pierced Earrings
Each suspending a six-prong tassel set with one round old mine-cut diamond 
weighing approximately 1.45 and 1.60 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 3.05 carats
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Estate of Jo L. Husbands-Rosenberg

Sale: 1525, Lot 202

Tested 16-Karat Yellow-Gold Bracelet
Weight: 49.1 dwt.; Length: 8 in (20.3 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Condition:
The bracelet has been examined between 16 and 17-karat.

Sale: 1525, Lot 203
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Platinum, Blue Star Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon blue star sapphire measuring approximately 
11.38 x 9.66 mm, surrounded by approximately sixty-five round brilliant and 
baguette-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.20 carats.
Gross weight: 8.9 dwt.; Shank size: 4-1/4
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 204

18-Karat White-Gold and Diamond Bracelet
Of stars and hearts design having one hundred five round brilliant-cut diamonds 
weighing approximately 1.60 carats.
Gross weight: 11.6 dwt.; Length: 7-1/8 in (18.1 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 205

Navarro Italian 14-Karat Yellow-Gold Basketweave Bracelet
Weight: 33.6 dwt.; Length approximately: 6-1/2 to 7-1/2 in (16.5 x 19.1 cm)
$1,200-1,500

Sale: 1525, Lot 206

Platinum, 14-Karat White-Gold, Jade and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cabochon jade measuring approximately 13.53 x 11.15 
mm, surrounded by forty-eight round full and baguette-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately .85 carats.
Shank size: 7-3/4
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 207
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18-Karat Yellow-Gold Bracelet
Having nine florentine-finish yellow-gold strands.
Weight: 39.7 dwt.; Length: 7-1/4 in (18.4 cm); Width approximately: 7/8 in (2.2 
cm)
$1,800-2,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 208

Art Deco Platinum and Diamond 17-Jewel Manual-Wind Concealed Face 
Wriswatch, Hamilton
Circa 1930
The reticulated cover, bezel and band set with approximately one hundred twenty-
six round old mine and full-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.15 carats, 
opening to view a rectangular white-enamel and black enamel Arabic hour 
chapters.
Gross weight without movement: 17.6 dwt.; Length of band: 6-3/4 in (17.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 209

14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Color-Changing Sapphire and Diamond Ring
The four-prong mount set with one square cushion-faceted color-changing violet-
blue to purple sapphire weighing approximately 9.25 carats, surrounded by a pavé 
of approximately one hundred forty-six round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1.80 carats.

Accompanied by an EGL Gemstone Jewelry Report numbered 400150750D and 
dated September 23, 2021 stating a color-change sapphire of violetish blue 
changing to purple, Sri Lanka (Ceylon) origin and no evidence of heat treatment 
present.
Gross weight: 7.2 dwt.; Shank size: 6-3/4
$15,000-20,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 210
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14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Cabochon Garnet and Diamond Ring and Bracelet
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The bracelet having a yellow-gold 'tubogas' mount centering one oval cabochon 
garnet measuring approximately 23.1 x 12.9 mm, flanked by two pear cabochon-
shaped garnets measuring approximately 16.1 x 10.3 mm, intertwined with a silver 
serpent set with seventeen old mine-cut diamonds weighing approximately .75 
carats and the eyes set with two round cabochon garnets; and the dinner ring 
having one large oval cabochon garnet measuring approximately 31 x 22.7 mm 
with the outer edge having scrolling foliate motifs set with round old mine-cut 
melee diamonds.
Total gross weight: 38.2 dwt.; Length of bracelet: 7-1/2 in (19.1 cm); Shank size: 8
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 211

14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Pearl Bracelet
Having a crown-form fold over clasp set with blue sapphires and three pearls.
Gross weight: 38 dwt.; Overall length excluding tassels: 8 in (20.3 cm)
$1,200-1,500
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 212

14-Karat Yellow-Gold, White-Gold and Diamond Bracelet
Set with forty-five round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.75 
carats.
Gross weight: 13.1 dwt.; Length: 7-1/8 in (18.1 cm)
$700-1,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 213

14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Ring
The flora-form mount centered with one round old mine-cut diamond weighing 
1.21 carats, surrounded by six round brilliant-cut melee diamonds.

Accompanied by a GIA Natural Diamond Dossier numbered 2225636893 and 
dated September 14, 2022 stating color grade is J, clarity grade is SI1, polish is 
 good, symmetry is poor and no fluorescence. 

Sale: 1525, Lot 214
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Shank size: 6-1/2
$1,200-1,800

Condition:
GIA inscription on girdle matches GIA report.

14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Line Bracelet
Set with seventy-seven round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 3 
carats.
Gross weight: 7.8 dwt.; Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 215

18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Rivière Necklace
Having ninety-four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 8 carats.
Gross weight: 13.9 dwt.; Length: 14-3/8 in (36.5 cm)
$6,000-8,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 216

Platinum, Rubellite Tourmaline and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval cushion faceted purple-red rubellite tourmaline weighing 
approximately 3.95 carats, surrounded by two graduated rows of twenty-eight 
round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.85 carats.
Shank size: 5-1/2
$700-1,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 217
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Platinum and Diamond Bracelet
Having approximately one hundred twenty round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 2 carats; attached with a platinum and diamond inset 'J' charm.
Gross weight: 12.4 dwt.; Length: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 218

Platinum and Diamond Bracelet
Having approximately one hundred twenty round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 2 carats; attached with a platinum and diamond inset 'M' charm.
Gross weight: 12.6 dwt.; Length: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 219

Platinum, Pink Tourmaline and Diamond Ring
The four-prong mount set with one square-cut pink tourmaline weighing 
approximately 5.75 carats, flanked by four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately 1.40 carats.
Shank size: 6
$700-1,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 220

Cartier Platinum and Diamond Ring
Centered with one elongated rectangular-cut diamond weighing approximately 
1.10 carats, flanked by thirty round full-cut melee diamonds. The side of shank 
inscribed Cartier.
Shank size: 4-3/4
$800-1,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 221
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French 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond 'En Tremblant' Brooch and a Pair of 
Earrings
The brooch having an 'en tremblant' stamen set with seven round brilliant-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately .75 carats, verso stamped with maker's mark 
PG and Des in France; and a pair of French clip-back pierced earrings, each with 
an 'en tremblant' stamen set with seven round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 
approximately .75 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 2.25 carats; Total gross weight: 26.5 dwt.; Length of 
brooch: 1-7/8 in (4.8 cm); Diameter of earrings: 1-1/8 in (2.9 cm)
$1,800-2,200

Sale: 1525, Lot 222

Platinum and Diamond Bracelet
In the Art Deco style, having approximately one hundred forty-six round full-cut 
diamonds weighing approximately 2.75 carats. Signed on clasp TM.
Gross weight: 15.8 dwt.; Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 223

Platinum Solitaire Diamond Ring
The four-prong mount set with one round brilliant-cut diamond weighing 
approximately 4.30 carats, flanked by two tapered baguette-cut diamonds.
Shank size: 10
$25,000-30,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 224

Tiffany & Co. 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet
The heavy double-circular link bracelet suspending a four-leaf clover charm set 
with one round brilliant-cut diamond and six round faceted blue sapphires. The 
bracelet and charm signed Tiffany & Co.
Total gross weight: 43 dwt.; Length of bracelet: 6 in (15.2 cm); Length of charm: 1
-3/4 in (4.4 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 225
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Art Deco Platinum and Diamond 18-Jewel Manual-Wind Lapel Watch and Chain, 
Frankfeld Frères for Dreicer & Co., Geneve, Swiss
Circa 1920s
Movement number 9035
The rectangular watch having a rectangular white enamel dial with black enamel 
Arabic hour chapters, verso set with forty-eight baguette, round full and marquise-
cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.50 carats; attached by a platinum chain set 
with twelve round old European-cut diamonds weighing approximately .85 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 2.35 carats; Total gross weight: 15 dwt.; Length of 
chain: 24 in (61 cm); Overall length of lapel drop: 2-3/4 in (7 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 226

Tiffany & Co. 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Ruby and Diamond Bracelet
The heavy double-circular link bracelet suspending a four-leaf clover charm set 
with one round brilliant-cut diamond and five round faceted rubies. The bracelet 
and charm signed Tiffany & Co.
Total gross weight: 43.3 dwt.; Length of bracelet: 6-1/8 in (15.6 cm); Length of 
charm: 1-7/8 in (4.8 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 227

French 18-Karat Yellow-Gold Necklace
Signed indistinctly with maker's mark and French assay mark.
Weight: 31.9 dwt.; Length approximately: 17-1/8 in (43.5 cm)
$1,500-2,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 228

14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire, Diamond and Enamel Ring
Early 20th Century
Centered with one cushion-faceted blue sapphire weighing 19.68 carats, 
surrounded by a row of sixteen round brilliant and old mine-cut diamonds 
weighing approximately 1.50 carats.

Accompanied by a GIA Sapphire Origin Report numbered 6224424039 and dated 
May 3, 2022 stating a natural sapphire, Sri Lanka (Ceylon) origin and no 

Sale: 1525, Lot 229
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indications of heating.
Gross weight: 6.6 dwt.; Shank size: 5
$60,000-80,000

Cartier French 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Brooch
Depicting an Inuit with fish, having the eyes set with two round full-cut diamonds 
holding a tassel fish set with three round full-cut diamonds. Signed Cartier 
18kt/France and the bottom of the foot numbered 5712.
Gross weight: 12.9 dwt.; Length: 1-5/8 in (4.1 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 230

Cartier French 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Turquoise, Blue Sapphire and Ruby Brooch
Depicting a Native American with bow, having a headress set with eleven round 
faceted blue sapphires, the eyes set with two round faceted rubies and terminating 
with a turquoise mounted shawl. Signed Cartier 18kt France and numbered 
indistinctly.
Gross weight: 12.4 dwt.; Length: 1-3/4 in (4.5 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Josephine R. Shepard Trust

Sale: 1525, Lot 231

Pair of Van Cleef & Arpels Platinum and Diamond French Clip-Back Pierced 
Earrings
Circa 1965
Each floral design centered with one round brilliant-cut diamond weighing 
approximately .35 carats, surrounded by approximately sixty-four round brilliant-
cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.50 carats. Each signed ©1965/ Van Cleef 
& Arpels/ N.Y. 36387.
Total weight of diamonds: 3.70 carats; Total gross weight: 12.6 dwt.; Length: 1-1/8 
in (2.9 cm); Width: 1 in (2.5 cm)
$10,000-15,000

Sale: 1525, Lot 232

Next Capital Collections Auction: Friday, May 12th - Consignment Deadline: April 17th
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